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fN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
TN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

Tne Le¡,cue or Wopr¡N VoreRs oF FLoRTDA;
Cotvrtr¡oN Cnuse; Jotu Enwru;Romxo
S¡¡¡cHcz-MEDTNÂ, Jn.; J. STEELE Orusæno
CurRres PrrrRs; Ouvsn D. FnuNrcnN;
SeReNn C¡rtrgRnn BetnnccHtNo; AND
Duolry B.nrEs,

Cese No.:2012-cx-2847

Pu,rxTrrrs,

KemNers W. DerzNen, in his official
capacity as Florida Secretary of State; THe
Ft-oRIo¡ Sexnre; ANDv GRRnrnrn,
in his official capacity as President of the
Florida Senate; Tr¡e Flon¡ol House op
RErRESENTATTVES; and Srgve CRts,trultt, in
his official capacity as Speaker of the Florida
House of Representatives, and P¡tvt BoNnt, in
her offrcial capacity as Attorney General of ttre
State of Florida,

DrrENu¿¡¡ts.

FTNAL JUDGMENT ADOPTING R"EMEDIAL SENATE PLAN

THIS MATTER came before the Court following entry of the Stipulation and Consent

Judgment dated July 28, 2015. The Court has conducted a four-day bench trial during which it

considered testimony from fact and expert witnesses, reviewed and considered documentary

evidence, and heard argument of counsel.

The Court is grateful to the parties for their proposed Final Judgments which the Court

has reviewed. The Court has relied primarily on Plaintiffs' proposed "Final Judgment Adopting

Remedial Senate Plan" in writing this opinion and has incorporated it to the extent it reflected the

Courts own findings and opinions based on the evidence presented at trial. The Court has tried to

be mindful of the limited time available to prepare this Final Judgment and apologizes to the

readers of this opinion for any technical erors that may be contained herein. Further, the Court



treated all of Plaintiffs' and Defendants' demonstrative exhibits as evidence and admitted them

as such.

Based upon the evidence and argument presented at trial, the Court hereby adopts Plan

CPS-4a as the remedial Senate redistricting plan and finds as follows:

FTNDINGS OF FACT

2012 Initial and Enacted Plans

l. On February 9,2012, the Legislature passed Senate Joint Resolution 1176

apportioning Florida into 120 House districts and 40 Senate districts. In re Senate Joínt

Resolution of Legislative Apportíottment 1176,83 So. 3d 597,600 (Fla. 2012) ("Apportionment

l'). ln Apportionnrcnl /, the Florida Supreme Court, on a facial review, found that the initial

Senate plan (the *2Al2lnitial Plan") was "rife with objective indicators of improper intent," rd.

at 654, and invalidated the 2012 Initial Plan and eight districts for failure to comply with the tier-

ons and tier-two mandates of Article ll[, Section 2l of the Florida Constitution, id. at 683.

2. On March 27,2012, the Legislature passed Senate Joint Resolution 2-B adopting

a remedial Senate redistricting plan (the *2012 Enacted Plan") in response ta Apportionment I.

Even though there are more registered Democrats than registered Republicans in Florida, íd. at

642, the 2012 Enacted Plan contains 22 Republican-performing districts based on the 2012

presidential election, 25 Republican-performing districts based on the 2010 gubernatorial

election, and 23 Republican-performing districts based on the 2008 presidential election.l

Republicans cunently hold 26 out of 40 Senate seats under ¡heZAl2 Enacted Plan.2

3. The Florida Supreme Court approved the 2012 Enacted Plan based on a facial

review conducted on a limited record. See In re Senate Jaínt Resolution of Legislatíve

rJ.Ex.6ar8.
: 

^See https:l/www.flsenate.govr'senators.
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Åpportionnrcnt 2-8,89 So. 3d872 (FIa. 2012) ("Apportionmeil If'\. Following Apportîonment

1/, Plaintiffs brought this as-applied challenge to the 2012 Enacted Plan.3 Plaintifß asserted both

a whole-plan challenge and challenges to 28 individual districts.{ Th* whole-plan challenge

alleged that the 2012 Enacted Plan "was drawn with systemic partisan intent in violation of

Article Ill, Section 21, of the Florida Constitution."s Among other things, Ptaintiffs asserted that

the Legislature provided non-public draft maps to Republican partisan operatives, solicited

feedback and advice from the operatives, relied on partisan maps submitted by the operatives

through "strãw" persons for the enacted districts, and deleted relevant documents,6

4. On July 9, ?015, the Florida Supreme Court affirmed Judge Lewis's finding of

partisan intent in the 2012 Congressional Plan based, in significant part, on the same conduct

alleged in this as-applied challenge. See League of lltomen Voterc of Fta. v. Detzner, 172 So. 3d

363 (Fla. 2015) ("Apportiorntenî VIf'\. The Supreme Court, however, ruled that "the burden

should have shifted to the Legislature to justift its decisions in drawing the congressional district

lines." Id. ar 371. As a result, the Supreme Court found that Judge Lewis shoutd have

invalidated additional districts and rejected the Legislature's 2014 remedial congressional plan.

Id, at17l-72.

5. ln light of Apportionmenr VII, on July 28, 2015, the Senate stipulated that the

2012 Enacted Plan violated Article lll, section 2l "because the [2012 Enacted Plan] and certain

individual districts were drawn to favor a political party and incumbents."T Accordingly, the

3 ln slpportionuent IÍf, the Florida Supreme Coufi determined thal as-applied challenges to state
redistricting plans may be pursued after the initial facial review. See Fls- House af Reps. v. Leagte of
Wonrcn Voters of Fla., I t I So. 3d 198 (FIa. 2013) {"Áppartiannrent IIl.}.
' .9¿,e PItf. Disclosure of District Challenges dated May 8, :015.
I !d. at2.
* kt- at2-3.
? 

Stipulation & Consent Judgment at 2.
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Legislature consented to entry of a judgment in this action invalidating the 201? Enacted Plan.E

In the Consent Judgment, this Court ordered that the 2012 Enacted Plan "shall not be enforced or

utilized for the 2016 primary and general elections" and directed as follows:

In the remedial proceedings, the burden shall be shifted to Defendants to justifo
the Legislature's decisions in drawing Senate district boundaries, no deference
shall be afforded to the Legislature's decisions (whether advanced by the whole or
either chamber of the Legislature) regarding the drawing of Senate districts, and
the review of the Rernedial Senate Map and individual districts shall be subject to
tlre same standards as set forth in Apportionntent VII.e

Thc Special Session

6. Under the Consent Judgment, the Legislature had the opportunity to enact a

proposed remedial plan by November 9, 20t5.10

7. Before the Legislature met in special session to consider a remedial plan, the

presiding offïcers of the Legislature directed legislative staffto draw "base maps" in accordance

with certain directions, including that the maps be prepared according to two methodologies

relating to the splitting of counties.rr At the direction of the presiding officers, staff did not

consider Plaintiffs' district challenges or prior altemative maps submitted in this case when they

drew the base maps.ll Staff interpreted the Appartionnrerrt F decisicn as holding that it was

"absolutely necessary to stay above 50 percent" minority voting age population in any majority-

minority district that existed in the 2002 Benchrnark Plan, even at the expense of tier-two

compliance"lr Finally, staff was instructed to keep total population deviation within a maximum

range of 4.0%.la

8 Id. ar 5-7.
e l¡t. at 6,

'u /d. at 5; see also Agreed Scheduling Order dated August I g, 20 t 5,

" J. Ex. 405.
r: R"m. Tr. Vol. 2 at 204:15-205: I 8.

'r Rem. Tr. Vol. I at 95:20-9ó:l l; 98:l l-9g:8.
u J. Ex.4o5.
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8. Staffmembers Jay Ferrin, Jason Poreda, and JeffTakacs drew six base mapsl5 for

the Legislature's consideration:

a) Plan 9070;

b) Plan 9072;

c) Plan 9074;

d) Plan 9076;

e) Plan 9078; and - (which becomes plan 9090)

f) Plan 9080 - (which becomes Senate Map I when Plan 9080's South

Florida districts were added to Plan 9078/9090tó).

I' Staffanalyzed the base maps with the assistance of counsel and confirmed that all

of the minority districts in each of the six base maps did not diminish the ability of minorities to

elect candidates of their choice in any of their districts.lT

l0' On October 19, 2CI 15, the Legislafure commenced a specÍal session for the

purpose of enacting a remedial Senate plan.lE

I I. Senator Bill Calvano served as Chairman of the Senate Committee on

Reapportionment during the special session. l{

12. Senator Galvano also serves as Majority Leader for the Senate and, in that

capacity, is responsible for working on issues that are important to the Republican Caucus.2o

13. During the special session, Senator Calvano atso served as head of the Florida

Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee.:l In th¿t capacity, Senator Gatvano was charged

¡¡ J. E.t. 406; See J. Exs. 73-78.
,6 Same Plan - diffe¡ent numbers. Plan 90?B was renumbered to plan 90g0.
17 Rem. Tr. Vol. I at t 15:24-l l6:20.
't J. Ex. 404.

''' Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 4?0:6-9.
'" Rem. Tr. Vot.5 at 466:13-21.
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with fundraising for Republican campaigns, "ensur[ing] campaign success for Republicans in

2016," and "leadfing] the Republican Senatorial Campaign to... a victory in 2016.":! This role

required Senator Galvano to be especially concemed with "making sure that Senate carnpaigns

perform well for the Republican Party."ll

14. Members of the Republican Caucus of which Senator Galvano is the teader have

elected Senator Galvano to become Senate President in 2018.?a Senator Calvano will succeed

Senator Joe Negron and then be succeeded by Senator Wilton Simpson as Senate President.:5

15. Senator Calvano selected Plan 9078 from the six base maps to present to the

Senate Committee on Reapportionment for approval.26 Senator Calvano did not poll the

Committee to decide which map should be put forward.2?

16. Plan 9078 was one of the best Republican-performing plans among the base maps

and only paired one set of Republican incumbents in the same district (Senator Diaz de la Portilla

and Senator Flores in District 36).'8 Among other pairings, every base map except for Plan 9078

paired Senator Calvano, Senator Negron, or Senator Simpson with another Republican senator.ze

17, Plan 9078 had the second highest total population deviation, the highest standard

deviation, and the lowest metric compactness (averaging together the Reock, Convex Hull, and

Polsby-Popper scores) of the six base maps.¡o Plan g078 also split four more cities and two more

3' 
Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 467:8-468:6.

t2 Rem. Tr. Vol" 5 at 468:l1469:16.
'I Rem. Tr. Vot.5 at 470:16-19.
:'Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at466:22467:1.

" Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 a¡ 467:2-7.
:u Rem. Tr, Vol. 5 at 484:21-485:1, 488:13-l?,
27 Rem. Tr, Vot. 5 at487:20488:?1.
:t J. Ex. 416 at 2.
t" ld.
¡" 

P. Dem. Ex. l-2;J. Exs. 73-78.
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counties than the lowest base maps.ll

18" Senator Galvano offered that Plan 9078 outperformed the other base maps based

on a so-called "Pol,/Geo" index that is calculated intemally by senate staff"3l

19. The "PoliCeo" index was created by John Guthrie, the former staff director for

the Senate Committee on Reapportionment.l3 None of the witnesses at trial partícipatecl in the

creation of the index, and no one could explain in any detail how the index is calculated except

that it takes into account city and county boundaries, primary and secondary roads designated by

the U.S. Census Bureau, and bodies of water over five acres in area.lo The testimony refìects

that the index (a) was not updated at riny time after Apportionntent I and thus does not

incorporate the guidance in that opinion, (b) is not weighted, such that following creeks is given

the same credit as following county boundaries, and (c) assigns no penalty for breaking

boundaries.ls The ¡esult is that a district can score 1009å under the,,pol/Geo', index by

exclusively following county roads and creeks, even if the district's lines break every county and

city boundary in their path. But see Apportiannrent 1,83 So. 3d at 638 (holding that political

boundaries include "counties and municipalities" and acceptable geographical boundaries

include "rivers, railways, interstates, and state roads," while "the decision to simply use any

boundary, such as a creek or minor road, would eviscerate the constitutional requirement").

20. The failings of the "PollGeo" index are best illustrated by Districts I and 3 in the

2012 Initial Plan, which the Florida Supreme Court criticized ar length for violating the

constitutional requirement of respecting political and geographical boundaries where feasible.

See id. at 65ó (citing Senate District I as an example of a district that "freely split counties and

ir P. Dem. Ex. 3; J. Exs. ?3-78.
r¿ Rern. Tr. Vol. 5 at 520:16-18.
rr 

Rem. Tr. Vol. I at76:25-77JA.
It Rem. Tr. Vol. I at76:25-77:10;Rem. Tr. Vol. 2at2S4:22-ZS5:1.
'5 Rem. Tr. Vol.5 at 568:14-569:10; Rem. Tr. Vol. 2 at250:9-2S|:ZZ
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followfed] a variety of roads and waterways, including minor residential roads and creeks"); id.

at 663-65 (remarking that the boundary between Districts I and 3 "follows no co¡rsistent political

or geographical boundary" and instead "follows a variety of boundaries, switching between

mnjor roads (lnterstate l0), minor roads, county lines, city boundaries, major waterwâys, rivers,

and even creeks"). Although Districts I and 3 in the 2012 Initial Plan divided every county

along their common border (five in total) and followed minor and constitutionally unacceptable

boundaries, the districts scored 98?¡á and 99?o percent on the "Pol/Geo" index.tó Accordingly,

the Court finds that the Legislature's inlernally calculated "Pol/Ceo" index is of limited use í¡s r¡

reliable way of measuring tier-two compliance. Indeed, the Court notes that witnesses for the

Legislature could not identiff a single example in which the Legislature cited or relied on the

"PollGeo" index in the nearly four years of redistricting litigation that occuned before this

remedial tría|.37

21. After a random renumbering of the distriets, Plan 9078 was re-designated Plan

9090 with no changes to the districts themselves.'u On October 23, ?015, the Senate Committee

on Reapportionment approved Plan 9090 for presentation to the full senate.sç

22. The Senate declined to pass Plan 9090 as drawn by staff. lnstead the Senate

passed Plan 9124, based on an amendment offered by Senator Diaz de la Po¡rilla.ao Plan 9124

modified tlre South Florida districts in PIan 9090, including the district in which Senators Diaz

de la Portilla and Flores had previousty been paired.al In addition to unpairing those two

incumbents, the reconfigured version of the district where Senator Diaz de la Portilla resides

16 J. ex. 7 at 2.
't7 Rem. Tr. Vot. I at t28:14-130:8.
r* Rem. Tr. Vot, 5 at 485:2-21 ; J. Ex, 4 t 3
ro J. Ex, 14 ar I r3,r 15.
uu 

J. Ex. 15 at 127,145; J. Ex. l6 at 50.
{rP. Ex. l2o.
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rvent from being Demccratíc-performing to Republican-performing in the 2012 presidential

election.a2

23. Following the Senate's adoption of PIan 9124, House staffmembers Jason Poreda

and Jeff Takacs prepered Plan 9079 for consideration by the House.ar

24. Plan 9079 modified Plan 9124 by, among other thingso incorporating district

conïigurations proposed by Plaintiffs in Plan CPS-I, an altemative plan that Plaintiffs submitted

to the Legislature during the special session.a{ House staff touted the changes they made based

on CPS-l as improvements to the map.{s Plan 9079 contained twelve districts derived from plan

CPS-1.46 House staffincorporated these districts into Plan g079 because they recognized that the

compactness of CPS-I was "significantly higher beyond the range flegislative staffl had

previously drawn" and that Plaintifß' map drawer "had done a very good job with compactness

and keeping cities whole," particularly ín the south Florida districts.aT

25. Among the districts incorporated into Plan 9079 from CPS-I was Hispanic

District 37, which is nearly identical to District 35 in Plaintiffs' Plans CPS-3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b.aE

During the special session, legislative staff, legislative counsel, Professor Moreno (an expert for

the House), and Senator Calvano all took the position that the South Florida minority districts in

Plan 9079, including District 37, did not retrogress after spending an "inordinaie amount of time"

analyzing the issue.ae

',2 Cortporu J. Ex. 17 at 7 (District 36) u,íth P. Ex. 120 at 4 {District 37),
" P. Ex, 130;Rem, Tr. Vol. I I l6:2t.1l7:9,* s. Ex. 3s.
ot Rem. Tr. Vol. I at I l7:10-l l8:2; 12t :2t-122:2.
{o Rem. Tr. Vol. I aa 122:3-12"
ut Rem. Tr. Vol. I at 123:3-l l: t24:4-ll; J. Ex. l9 ar 30.

'ü P. Dem. Ex. 25.
ut 

Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 498:21-502:15; Rem. Tr. Vol. I ar lJ0:9-135:25.
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26. The House passed Plan 90?9, and the Senate and House then convened a

conference committee to attempt to agree on a plan.sÛ The conference committee recommended

PIan 9079, but the Senate voted against it, and the special session adjoumed without a

legislatively enacted remedial pl*. 5'

27. During the special session, Plaintiffs submitted three proposed remedial plans to the

Legislature (Plans CPS-1, CPS-2, and CPS-3), along with several letters advocating for their

plans and objecting to the legislative plans under consideration.sz Although House staff retied on

CPS-I to make improvements to the rnap in drawing Plan 90?9, the Plainriffs argue the

Legislature did not offer any of Plaintiffs' proposed plans in their entirety for consideration or

for a vote during the special session. The Senate disputed this version of the events and

suggested the Plaintifls participated when and where they deemed it strategic. The Senate's view

is that:

[n fact, unlike the Senate which presented the testimony of Senator
Calvano to explain the decision making process behind the maps
the Senate submitted, Plaintiffs presented no such testimony for
any of their maps. Throughout the course of this redistricting
cycle, the Plaintiffs have submitted more than 20 maps to courts or
to the Legislature, yet have never explained why they sclected
CPS-3a, 3b, 4a and 4b for this Court's consideration. (scnate
[Proposed] Order Approving Remedial Senare plan filed
December ?3, 2015 - p.l I ) 

r{,rr
Other aspects of Plaintifß' process raise additional concems.
Despite their professed support for transparency, Plaintiffs, Mr.
O'Neill, and their attorneys drew, reviewed, discussed, modified,
and approved their maps in a closed process. And despite the
Legislafure's invitation to participate in the public process,
Plaintifß waited until ater the first Senate plan passed the Senatc
Committee on Reappodionrnent before sending their plan to the
Legislature on the eve of the vote on the Senate floor.5l After the

''t Rem. Tr" Vol. 5 at496:64g7:1,3.
t'Rem. Tr. Vol.5 at 502:16-23.
tt P. Ex. 2-5; s, Ex. 35.
trPlaintiffs Ex. 4.
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House Cornmittee on Redistricting passed its own remedial plan,
Plaintiffs submitted two more maps, apparently engaging in a
game of "leapfrog" in which they awaited the Legislature's map
and then attempted to d-raw a map that was marginally better on
certain tier-two metrics.'" But, as Plaintiffs' map drawer testified,
a skilled mapdrawer can always improve a given map on the tíer-
two metrics.)) And, as Judge Lewis found in the congressional
case, "changes which improve tier two performance somewhat"
may be "motivated by a desire to affect political performance."
Order Approving Remedial Plan at 9, Romo v. Det:ner,20l2-CA-
412 (Fla" 2d Cir. Ct. Oct. 9, 2012). Thus, while the Legislarure's
process was transparent, Plaintiffs deliberately chose to limit the
record by which this Court could discem their true motivations,
and their efforts to create maps with better compactness scores
does not persuade this Court that Plaintifß' rnaps are in fact the
"besl-" (Senate [Proposed] Order Approving Remedial Senate
Plan filed December 23,2A15 - p.l2)

Irrespective of each parties' claims, what is clear is that no map came out of either the

Legislature as a whole or from the Senate as a body that was the product of a majority of the

members.

The Proposed Remedial Plan¡

28. Having rnade the above factual findings concerning the special session, this Court

will now turn to the parties' respective remedial plans. Consistent rvith ¡he framework outlined

by the Florida Supreme Court in both Apportionntent VII and in League af Wamen fCIters of Fta.

t" D€lz'ner,20l5 WL 7753054 (Fla. Dec, 2,2013') ("Åppartiorzntent VIII'), and consistent with

Judge Lewis's approach during the congressional remedial proceedings, the Court will first

address the Senate's proposed plan, Senate Map l. The Court witl then address Plaintiffs'

proposed plans * CPS-3a, 3b, 4a and 4b - and the parties' expert testimony and other evidence

offered at trial. Mindñ¡l of this Court's duty to adopt the plan that best and most faithñrlly

fulfiils all constitutional requirements, this Court will then evaluate Senate Map I in light of

ja 
Plaintiffs Ex.5.

" Rem. Tr. Vol. 6.731.
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Plaintiffs' altematives, the Senate's burden of proof, and the parties' whole plan and individual

district challenges without afflording any deference to the Senate.

Sen¡te M¡p I

29. As a result of the Legislature's failure to adopt a remedial plan, this Court

commenced proceedings to judicially adopt a remedial plan and directed the parties to submit

proposed remedial plans by November 18, Z0l 5.56

30. The Senate elected not to submit either Plan 9124 (passed by the Senate) or Plan

9079 (passed by the House) in these remedial proceedings. Instead, the Senate off,ers a plan

designated "Senate Map l" that was neither passed nor even considered by either chamber.sT

3 I . On October 24, 2A15, well before the end of the special session, Senator Galvano

directed staff member Jay Ferrin to draw Senate Map I by combining Plan 9090 (formerly base

map Plan 9078) with the South Florida districts in base map plan 9080,58

32. Staffdid not independently choose to combine Plans 9078/9090 and 9080 as pa*

of their map drawing efforts, and they did not include such a combination in the six base maps

offered for the Legislature's eonsideration.se Senator Galvano did not seek the advice or input of

staffregarding the merits or tier-two impact of combining Plans 9078/9090 and 9080.60

33. No legislator other than Senator Galvano participated in the decision to combine

Plans 9078/9090 and 9080 into a single mûp.61 Senator Galvano conceded ar trial that this ,,was

5u Amended Scheduling Order dated November 12, 2015 at l -2.tt J. Ex. r.
18 P. Ex, s2.
re Rem. Tr. Vol. 2 al223:16-2?4:18* 

Rem. Tr. Vol.5 at 503:24-504:1,504:24-50j:19;Rem. Tr. Vol.2 ar 224:2-9"ór.iee 
Senate's Second Corrected Disclosure of Pioposed Remedial Ptan dated Novernber 20, 2015 at 2;

Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 503:17-19.
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Senator Galvano creating a rnap himself' and that he "created a new map" by combining fwo

base maps that staffthemselves had not combined.62

34. Although Senator Galvano directed Jay Fenin to prepare Senate Map I for

submission, he ultimately decided not to offer it for the Legislarure's consideration during the

special session and instead kept Senate Map I "on the shelf in legislative parlance.6' As a

result, Senate Map I was never offered, considered, or voted on during the special session. But

the Senate maintains that Plaintiffs view is too partisan and harsh in its rendition of what was

happening within the halls of the Legislature. The Senate view is thar:

During trial, Senator Galvano provided several reasons why he
selected Senate Map I over plans previously considered by the
Senate. He testified that even though the Senate had passed map
9124, he did not feel comfortable in..presenting a msp that had
been explicitly rejected by the House.ó{ Senator Calvano felt that
filing Plan 9124 might provoke the House to file plan 9079, which
had passed the House, as å competing plan; and Senator Galvano
did not want the two chambers to file competing maps as had
recently happened in the case considering congressional
redistricting. Ót Senator Galvano knew that the House had
supported the base map-drawing process and suspected that the
House would not oppose the Senate's presentation of one of the six
base maps-*or some combination thereof-in this proceeding.óó
Senator Galvano testified that he understood that each sandbox
within the six base maps was constitutionally compliant, and
therefore swapping one sandbox for another would also produce a
constitutionally compliant map. 6t (senate [Proposeà] Order
Approving Remedial Senate Plan filed Ðecember 23,2015 - pp,7-
8) 

**.*
Senator Galvano also explained why he felt Senate Map l, which
is composed of the base map 9078 with the South Florida
"sôndbox" (including the counties of Palm Beach, Broward,
Miami-Dade, and Monroe) from base map 9080, was an ideal plan

tl 
Rem. Tr. Vol.5 at 505:20-506:1,5?5:23-526:2"

61Rem. Tr. Vol.5 at 504:8-23,506:13-18.
6a Rem. Tr. Vol. 5. 507-08.
65 Rem. Tr. Vol. 5. 511-13, 558.
6c, ld.
¡7 Rem. Tr. Vol.5. 546.
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to present to the Court. Twenty-eight of the 40 districts in Senate
Map I follow Plan 9090, a base map advanced by the Senate
Committee on Reapportionment which addressed concems
senators had expressed about the configuration of Tampa Bay
found in four base maps.ó8 Senate Map t also shared Z8 åistricts
with map 9124, which the fi,¡ll Senate had passed-6e Senator
Galvano instructed Jay Ferrin to add the South Florida "sandbox"
from Plan 9080, which had a more--compact configuration of the
South Florida sandbox than 9090.?o th" changellso served to
address concerns expressed on the Senate floor about the
configuration of South Florida in Plan 9090.71 Senator Calvano
did not consider whether his configuration would pair any Senate
incumbents or favor or disfavor incumbents or political pafies;
instead his goal was to create a constirutionally compliant map.?:
{Senate [Proposed] Order Approving Remedial Senate Plan filed
December 23,2015 - pp.8-9)

35. Senate Map I perflorms better for Republicans and better protects incumbents than

Plan 9078/9090 or any of the other base maps. Under Senate Map l, there are 23 Republican-

performing districts based on the 2012 presidential electi on, 24 Republican-performing districts

based on the 2010 gubernatorial election, and22 districts Republican-performing districts based

on the 2008 presidential election,?r Senate Map I eliminates the sole pairing of Republican

incumbents in Plan 9CI7819090 by combining the Republican incumbent friendly North and

Central Florida in Plan 9078/9090 with Republican incumbent friendly South Florida in Plan

9080.?'f

36. Senate Map I only marginally improves tier-two compliance over Plan 907819090

and still underperforms many of the ottrer base maps in tier-two compliance.?5

¡e Rem. Tr. Vol. 5. 512* â.ä. i'. vãi.;. ;;8.
to Rem. Tr. Vot.5. 558..t' 

Rem, Tr. Vol.5. 558.
t: 

Rem, Tr. Vot.5.563.I P. Dem. Ex.4; J. Ex. I ar 7.
?* J. Ex.416 a¡ L
ti p. Dem. Ex. l-3; J, Exs. 73-7g.
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37. Senate Map I has, on av€rage, a Reock score of 0.43 and a Convex Hull score of

0.79. It splits sixteen counties and fourteen cities. The mosf overpopulated district in Senate

Map I is District 7 (7,695 people for a deviation of 1.69ô), and the most undeçopulated district

in Senate Map I is District l9 (-6,934 people for a deviation of 1.5%). Total deviation in Senare

Map I (i.e., the difference between the most overpopulated district and the most underpopulated

district) is 14,629 people, or 3.1o/o.?6

38. The total population deviation of Senate Map I is over 50o,ro greater than the 2.0%

total deviation in the invalidated 2012 Initial Plan and the 2.0% total deviation in the admittedly

unconstitutional 2012 Enacted Plan.7?

39. Based on the findings of fact set forth above, and after carefully considering the

testimon¡ demeanor, and credibility of the various witnesses, this Court finds, by the greater

weight of the evidence, that Senate Map I was created to favor the Republican party and

incumbents. Furthec Senate Map I's political performance lends credibility to the inference that

it was created to intentionally favor the Republican Party and incumbents. The Court relies on

the following circumstantial evidence to reach its finding of improper intent:

a. The Senate repeatedly lauded the efforts of its staff relied exclusively on staff

testimony for the fact witness portion of its case-in-chief, and hightighted the sterile environment

that it created so that staff could draw Senate Map I without improper partisan influence. Yet

the testimony reveals that the Senate intentionally rejected the work product of its staff and

instead submitted a plan that legislative staff did not initially create. Indeed, the Senate did not

even consult staff about the merits of combining Plans 90?819090 and 9080 into ¡ single plan,

tt 
J. Ex. I at 2,

I J. Ex, 1 at 2; J. Ex. 6 at 2; J. Ex.7 at?,.
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and the resulting map is more favorable to the Republican Party and incumbents than any of the

maps that staffdrew.

b. The person who admittedly created Senate Map t - Senator Calvano - was the

Majority Leader of the Republican Caucus and head of the Republican Senatorial Campaign

Committee. These roles required Ser¡ator G¿lvano to consider partisanship and beneñting

Republican incurnbents to effectively perform his duties, and presumably he was counting on the

continued support of the Republican senators who committed to elect him SenatE president in

2018. Those conflicting roles leaves Senator Galvano open to the charge that he was acting in a

partisan manner when he created Senate Map l. However, this Court finds that chargc ..of having

conflicting roles" to be a ¡emote inference, as anyone who is in the leadership ranks of a partisan

institutional body will likely have several roles to play. Based on his testimony and attendanee at

trial it appears to this Court that Senator Galvano did all that he could, under less than optimal

circumstances, to provide a Senate redistricting map for the citizens of Florida. Senator Galvano

testified that he was unaware of the partisan performance of the base maps and that the

Legislature did all th¿t it knew how to do to insulate the redistricting process from partisan

influences. ln the less than optimal circumstances he found himself ín, Senator Calvano would

have benefited his efforts if he had not acted alone and had consulted with others to the extent

possible. In acting alone the he has left himself open to the charge of acting in a partisan manner

as it relates to horv Senate Map t came into being. The Court finds that, in acting alone,

inespective of the circumstances the Senatê found itself in, the inference of partisan intent is

reasonably supported.

c. The record shows Senate Map I is within a pattern of selected maps that

progressively favored the Republican Party and incumbents. Plan 9078, was onÊ of the most

favorable base maps in terms of Republican performance and the most favorable base map for
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Republican incumbents, and then perfonnaoce was improved for the Republican Party and

incumbents when Plan 907819090 was combined with Plan 9080 to form Senare Map l. The

Court finds that, the continually improving political performance that resulled in Senate Map l,

reasonably supports the inference of partisan intent.

d. Although the Senate stipulated that the 2012 Enacted Plan had been drawn with

impermissible partisan intent, Senate Map I matches the Republican performance of 2012

Enacted Plan based on the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections and contains only one fewer

Republican seat based on the 2010 gubernatorial election. Thus, Senate Map I maintains

essentially the same Republican performance as a map that was admittedly "drawn to favor a

politieal party and incumbents" in violation of Artícle III, Section 21.7E Pol¡tical performance

data is a reliable lens by which to measure a map's overall compliance with the Constitutional

requirement that no map ". . . .be drawn with the intent to favor or disfavor a political party . . . ."

In fact, in a minority district, it is the standard by which lawful compliance is determined. The

same should hold true in non-minority districts. When the political performance of a map in non-

minority districts is outside the bounds of reasonable expectation based on objectivc metrics

then, absent an explanation, it provides a reasonable basis for an inference of partisan intent. The

Supreme Court in Apportíonntenl / held that "- . . . although effect can be an objective indicator

of intent, mere effect will not necessarily invalidate a plan.", it also held that "While we agree

that the standard does not prohibit political effect, the effects of the plan, the shape of the district

lines, and the demographics of an area are all factors that serve as objective indicators of intent."

(e.s.). ln this case we have more than 'mers effect"7e, we have an established pattern of map

selection that reasonably indicates an intent to choose the best performing map for the

?8 Stipulation & Consent Judgment at p.l .
7e Definition of the word "merc" includes: By itself, by itself and without anything more. Encarta Wortd
English Dictionary, First Edition, 1999.
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Republican party. Although, in this case the Court has found more than'nmere effect" the issue of

political performance oppsars to be an issue which will surface every time a redistricting map is

challenged. Political map drawing is no longer an art but a very sophisticated and precise

science. The results and each oF the factors that help contribute to the overall resutt of a map,

which is drawn to determine political boundaries are now done by computer programs and

results are known instantly of even the slightest movement of a boundary in one direction or

another, How a map performs politically is the first thing people want to know about a proposed

redistricting map. It is true in this case and, f suspect it will remain true for as long as we live in a

competitive democracy. Its human nature, its human political nature. That is why a clear

boundary needs to be established regarding the political performance of a redistricting map. lf
the political performance of a proposed map is outside the bounds of reasonable expectation then

the Legislature needs to understand that an explanation will be required to avoid an inference of

improper partisan intent.E0 While the Senate maintains that the selection of Senate Map I was

without partisan intent and that all safeguards were taken to insulate staff from outside political

influence, it is difficult to infer anything other than impermissible partisan intent in the selection

of Senate Mapl based on its political performance.

e. The Senate rejected more tier-two compliant distrjct confïgurations drawn by staff

(including other base maps and Plan 9079) and attempted to rely on metrics that had never

previously been relied upon - such as the "Pol/Ceo" index * to justiff its proposed district

conñgurations.

f. Plaintiffs alternative plans demonstrate that more tier-two compliant

con{igurations are feasible without violating any tier-one mandate.

¡0 That same principle would apply to maps submitted by challengers ro a legislative redistricting map if it
seeks to become the "map" rather than just a tool to point out weakness ín the legislative map. Sèe finding
in last sentence of paragraph 85 of this Final Judgment.
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Plainfiffsr Proposed Remedínl Plans

40. Plaíntiffs have submitted four alternative remedial plans - CPS-3a, 3b, 4a, and

4b.81 The following is a surnmary of the four plans:

a. CPS-4a - Plaintiffs ofler CPS-4a as theír principal altemative map. CPS-4a has,

on average, a Reock score of 0.51 and a Convex Hull score of 0,81. It splits sixteen counties and

eleven cities. The most overpopulated district in CPS-4a is District 22 (4,385 people for a

deviation of 0.9?ir), and the most underpopulated district in CPS-4a is Disüict 35 (-4,617 people

for a deviation of 1.0%). Total deviation in CPS-4a from ideal population is 9,002 peoplen or

1.9%. As is explained in more detaíl below, CPS-4a contains four Hispanic-performing districts

in South Florida" compared with only three in Senate Map l, Plans CPS-3b and 4b, and plan

SI750036 (the "2002 Benchmark Plan").82

b. CPS'3a - Compared wíth CPS-4a, CPS-3a keeps an additional county whole by

reducing compactness and slightly increasing population deviation, but still maintains

substantially higher compactness metrics and lower population deviation than Senate Map l.

CPS-34 has, on average, a Reock score of 0.50 and a Convex Hull score of 0,80. It splits fifteen

counties and ten citíes. The most overpopulated districts in CPS-3a are Districts 15 and 26

(4,700 people for a deviation of 1.0%)" and the most underpopulated district in CPS-3a is District

35 (-4,617 people for a deviation of 1.0%). Total deviation in CPS-3a from ideal population is

9,317 people, or 2'Ao,6. CPS-3a, like CPS-4a, contains four Hispanic-performing districts in

8r Before trial, Ptaintiffs corrected an €rror in their initially submitted CPS-3b and filed and served the
revised plan as "CPS-3b-correçted." References to CPS-3b in this final judgment are to CpS-
3b corrected.
s' Ton pare J. Ex. 4 at 2 ¡,ith J. Ex. I ar 2, J. Exs. 3 and 5 at 2, and J. Ex. g at 2.
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Soutl¡ Florida.Er

c. CPS-3b and,ÇPS-4b'- CPS-3b and CPS-4b are altemative configurations of Plans

la and 4a that contain only three Hispanic-performing districts in South Florida. CPS-3b has, on

ûverage, a Reock score of 0.50 and a Convex Hull score of 0.81. It splits fifleen counties and ten

cities, and has a total deviation of 9,317 people or 2.Aa¡o. CPS-4b has, on average, a Reock score

of 0^51 and a Convex-Hull score of 0.81 , splits sixteen counties and eleven cities, and has a total

deviation of 9,002 people or l.9oó.Ea

41. Plaintiffs'proposed plans were drawn by John O'Neill ("O'Neill"), the same

Person who drew CP-1, which was approved by Judge Lewis and the Florida Supreme Court in

Appartionntent VIII and now serves as the official congressional redistricting plan for the State of

Florida.ss

42. The Court heard extensive testimony from O'Neill regarding the drawing of

Plaintiffs' proposed maps, with the opporlunity for cross-examination by the Senate, and the

Court closely observed O'Neill's demeanor.

43. O'Neill explained how his approach to måp drawing was designed to be

objectivq to avoid arbitrary or subjective decisions, and to achieve the highest cCImpactness and

lowest population deviation at successive numbers of split countiess6 - ultimately, altematives

with l5 and ló split counties, respectively. O'Neill described taking an objective approach that

began by identifying whole-county groups within which one or nore comp¡ct districts could be

drawn with nearly ideal population, while minimizing the number of split counties. In that

8r J. Ex. 2 at2; J.Ëx. 4 ar ?.
8* J. Ex. 3 ar 2; J. Ex. 5 ar Z.
*r Retn. Tr. Vol" 6 at 614:20-615:3; see also, Final Judgment Adopting Remedial Congressional
Redistricting Plan dated December 22,2015 and entered in Case Nos.: 2012-CA-00412 and 2012-CA-
00490.
8u Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at 617:21-620: I l, 622:7-623:4.
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regardr he evenfually divided up Florida's 6? counties into a series of t0 whote-county groups

that limited the number of split counties to 15, as reflected in plan cps-3a,87

44' Legislative staff likewise created whole-county groupings in their approach to

drawing Senate Map l- ln fact, of the l0 whole-county $oups in CPS-3a and CPS-3b, 6 are the

same in Senate Map I (the "ldentical Whole-County Croups").88 O'Neill's approach, however,

incorporated a more exacting approach to the tier-two requirements of compactness and nearly

equal population deviation. Specifically, within the ldentical Whole-County Groups, O'Neill

drew the districts to achieve high average compactness, respect political and geographical

boundaries, generally divide population deviations evenly between districts in each whole-

cCIunty $rouP, and always avoid population deviations greater than l%.8e As a consequence,

O'Neill's objective approach lelded more compact districts on average, and yielded lower and

more even deviations among the districts in each ldentical Whole-County Croup, except in one

instance where O'Neill adopted a more compact configuration of Plaintifl!' Districts 4 and 9,

which was derived from the House's Plan 9079.e0

45. In the rest of Florida, O'Neill identified whole-county groups that were different

from Senate Map l.el ln regard to Plons CPS-3a and CPS-3b, O'Neill described his selection of

difierent whole-county groups in Central North and West Florida as being driven, initially, by a

desire to minimize county splits and avoíd unnecessary population deviations.et Thr diflerent

whole'county groups that O'Neill selected allowed him to draw CPS-3a and CPS-3b with one

*t Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at 623:25-625:3; P. Dem. 38
88 P. Dem 39.
to Rsm. Tr. Vol. 6 at625:14-630:22* P. Dem.39; Rem. Tr. Vol.6 ar 630:23-632:l t.
el,See 

P. Dem.4l.
tr 

Rem. Tr. Vol.6 at 635:17-638:8.
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fewer split county than Senate Map l,e3 avoid population deviations of greater that l9ö (which

Senate Map I exceeded in l4 districts),e{ and draw substantially more compact districts than in

Senate Map l.et

46. Similarly, in Plans CPS-4a and CPS-4b, O'Neill identified whole-county groups

that were different from Senate Map I in North Florida.e6 O'Neill described exploring whether

he could achieve higher compactness and lower population deviations by increasing the number

of split counties from I5 to 16.e7 As reflected in CPS-4a, O'Neill selected a configuration that

resulted in a significant increase in average compactness throughout a region that included 15

districts in North Florida.es

47. After considering the testimony of O'Neill and reviewing the resulting maps, the

Court, like Judge Lewis, finds that O'Neill's testimony was credible and that O'Neill's approach

to drawing the map was logical and effective, resulting in the most tier-two cornpliant dístrict

configurations offered in these proceedings. Mr, O'Neill is a talented young man who I am sure

initially had no idea that his every action in drawing the Plaintiffs' maps would be subject to

scrutiny and cross-examination in a court of law. This Court allowed the details of Mr. O'Neill's

map drawing and his prior map drawing associations to be examined and presented to the

Court.ee Again, we come to the issue of knowledge of political performance data for non-

nl 
P. Dem.44,50.

no 
P. Dem. 41, 48, 50

e5 
Rern. Tr. Vol. 6 at 647:21-649: l6; P. Dem. 43, 41 , 50.

e6 
P. Dem. 46.

e7 Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at 654: l4-655:8,
n8 

P. Ðem.46, 58.
qe There was a clear perception by this Court that the Defendants' belíeved theír right to a fair trial was
being abridged by any altempt to judicially restrict or limit the discovery regarding Plaintiffs'and their
agents molivalions regarding when, how and with what knowledge their maps were drawn. The
Defendant's maintain Plaintiffs are nothing but a proxy for the opposing political party. Thereforg in
order to insure a complele record and to address Defendant's concerns this Court allowed full discovery
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minority districts. While it appears that the use of political performance data for non-minority

districts is evidence of improper partisan intent, it is amazes me that, as to both sides, that maps

drawn without such knowledge don't end up totally out of whack with what would be the

reasonably expected pol itical performance.

48. The Court fi¡rther finds that O'Neill did not draw CPS-3a, 3b, 4a, or 4b with the

intent to favor or disfavor any political party or incumbent. O'Neill was instructed by counsel

for Plaintiffs to draw the most constitutionally compliant map possible without considering

partisan data (except to the extent necessary to assess minority districts) or incumbent

information or drawing districts with partisan intent.lm This Court finds that O'Neill followed

these instructions,l0ldeveloped an objective approach focused on tier-two compliance, and the

resulting maps, on the whole, significantly ouþerform Senate Map I in tier-two compliance.l02

49. The improved tier-two compliance of Plaintiffs' proposed plans created plans that

reflect a roughly equal breakdown of Republican-performing and Democratic-performing

districts.l03 Also, the Plaintiffs' proposed plans contain features disfavoring both political

parties. For example, Plaintiffs' plans pair three Democratic incumbents in District 27 in all of

their plans; trvo Republican incumbents in Dishict I I in CPS-4a and 4b; a Republican incumbent

with an announced Republican state Senate candidate, Representative Matt Gaetz, in District I in

all of their plans; and Republican incumbents with Democratic incumbents in several other

districts.lø

and cross-exarnination of Mr. O'Neill. While there is some conflicting understanding of what he knew or
didn't know about political performance data, overall, he was a credible and reliable rvitness.t* 

Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at ó16:24-617:18.
lt'r Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 a¡713:21-714:5.
to: 

P. Dem. Ex. l-3.
lo3 P. Dem.8x.52.
f il J. Ex. 416 at I ; Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at g6l:21-964:6; see also,
httP://www.sunshinestateqewççom/storv/matt-paetz-makes-it-official-will-shoot-dads-fenate-seat-2016 .
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50. The evidence does not support the Senate's claim that O'Neill intentionally

underpopulated Democratic performing dislricts with partisan intent. The Senate's own

demonstrative shows that the principal map offered by Plaintiffs, CPS-4a, contains l0

underpopulated Democratic districts and 8 undeçopulated Republican districts, which does not

reflect significantly disproportionate underpopulation.l05 [n any event, the districts in question

are located in South Florida.106 O'Neill explained that the underpopulation in his South Florida

districts was the result of his decision to create a whole county group in South Florida that did

not include Okeechobee County, while the whole county group used by legislative staff in the

base maps joined Okeechobee County with other counties.f0? As reflected in the resùlting maps,

O'Neill's decision allowed him to maintain underpopulation or overpoputation under lo,å * a

significantly lower population deviation than Senate Map 1 - while permitting the creation of

more tier'two compliant configurations of South Florida than the configuration in Senate Map

Llos Further, the Senate has faited to explain how minor underpopulation of less than I% results

in any partisan advantage, particularly when Plaintiffs' maps disfavor Democrats in the very

same South Florida districts by, for example, pairing th¡ee incumbents in a single district.lß

51. To ensure a complete recCIrd and because it was a non-jury trial, the Court

allowed the Senate over Plaintiffs'objections to ínhoduce certain emails from 20ll into

evidence and to question O'Neill regarding their content. The emails dealt with alternative plans

that were drawn by Strategic Telemetry, when O'Neill was interning for the company, and that

were offered by Coalition Plaintiffs during the 2012 redistricting process and Florida Supreme

Court facial review. The 2011 emails, on the wholq reflected that Strategic Telemetry

lot S. Dem. Ex.2.
l0l See J. Ex.2 atl-2; J. Ex.3 at l-2; J. Ex.4 at l-2; J. Ex. 5 ar t-2.
rot Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at 659: 12-6 64:12.
,0, Id.:see p. Dem. Ex. 4Z-51.
roe J. Ex. 416 at r.
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considered pslitical performance data in preparing Plaintiffs' earliest alternative plans, a fact not

in dispute at trial.llo

52. In their Apportíonment I bnef, Plaintiffs argued that partisan data could properly

be considered in drawing a map and contended that the Legislature should adopt a map that

"reflect[ed] - to the extent possible consistent with other constitutional requirements * the

revealed preferences of Florida's electorate as measured by retums in recent statewide

elections." lll Plaintiffs further argued that submitting â map reflecting the statewide

composition of Florida voters, like the initial maps prepared by Strategic Telemetry, meant that

"the Legislature's plan must be found invalid" because of its skewed partisan performance.l l:

53. The Florida Supreme Court rejected Plaintiffs' ârgum€nt that "once the political

results of the plan are known, the Legislature must alter the plan to bring it more in balance with

the composition of voters statewide." Apportionntent 1,83 So. 3d at 643. The Supreme Court

instead held that "[t]he Florida Constitution does not require the affirmative creation of a fair

plan, but rather a neutral one in which no improper intent was involved," Íd. at 643.

Nevertheless, the Suprane Court has made it clear that Plaintiffs' "altsrnative maps are not on

trial themselves, as is the Legislature's mäp," nnd merely "provide relevant proof that the

Legislature's apportionment plans consist of district configurations that are not explained other

than by the Legislature considering impermissible factors, such as intentionally favoring a

political party or an incumbent." Apportianntent I4l, 172 So. 3d at 401 n.l Ll¡l

I'o S. Exs.53, I 12, 169, 190, 199,200, ?29,251,2S3,2S4, and 255.
rrr Coalition's Initial Bríef in Apportionnent I, Case No. SCl2-1, ¿t 23-24, uvailable ar
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/pub_infolredistricting20l2lA}-n 4}n/Bried 02-17-
20 I 2 -Brief_ League Women_Voters.pdf.ttl lctlat24l
¡r3 This Coul understood that eoncept so long as the Senale Map I was viable, in whole or in part, but
since there was the possibilíty of it not being viable, then it seemed that under those circumstances the
Plaintiffs should have to, at least, minimally demonstrale the methodology and the type of data -
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54. Plaintiffs' reliance on partisan data to prepare their 201 I altemative plans was not

relevant in the proceedings in which those plans were submitted. Ordinarily, Plaintiffs' reliance

on partisan data, even if it happened, would not be relevant in proceedings involving alternative

plans because the altemative plans in an "âs applied" challenge are used as a tool to demonstrate

how the Legislative plan is not in compliance with Florida's constitution. However, where the

Legislative Plan is out in its entirety, and the Plaintiffs seek to substitute their map, then

Plaintiffs' reliance on partisan data is a valid issue for consideration by a trial court where that

issue is raised by the opposing party.

Expert Testimonv

55. The Senate offered the testimony of Professor Liu to challenge certain minority

districts in Plaintiffs' remedial plans: (a) District 3 l, an African-American district, identical in all

of Plaintiffs' plans; (b) District 35, a Hispanic district, identical in all of Plaintifß' plans; and (c)

Ðistricts 36 and 38, two Hispanic districts, in CPS-3a and 4a.lla

56" District 3l in Plaintiffs' proposed plans has a Black Voting Age Population

("BVAP") of 47.0Yo.t15 Analog District 35 in Senats Map I has BVAP of 50.1?ô, and analog

District 29 in the 2002 Benchmark Plan had a BVAP of 60.7%.rró

Dr. LÍu on Plaintiffs' District 3l - Browsrd County
(Senate Map I's anrlog District 35)

57, The Senate offered testimony from Dr. Baodong Liu, an expert on rscial voting

including all political performance data - that was used in constructing their proposed redistricting map
for Florida's Senate districts. ThErefore lhe Couí allowed the Senate great latitude on this issue so the
record would be clear, complete and preserved for appellate review and for review by others who wished
to obtain a fullunderstanding of each side's view of the casE.
rr¡ J. Stipulation Regarding Minority Districts dated December 13, 2015.
"' J. Ex. 2 at2;J. Ex. 3 at?;; t"Ex. 4 at 2; J. Ex. 5 at ?.
lro J. Ex. I at 2; J. Ex. I at 2.
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pattems.llT Dr. Liu analyzed the benchmark plan, Senate Map 1, and Plaintiffs' plans to assess

the ability of minorities to elect candidates of their choice. llt Dr. Liu used an advancEd

statistical technique called ecological inference to analyze 26 elections and to determine whether

racially polarized voting existed among white, black, and Hispanic voters in Florida.lln Using

this technique, Dr. Liu could determine whether majority voting blocs could defeat minority

candidates of choice.lzo Dr. Liu also analyzed the voting age population threshold at which a

minority population would be expected ta elect theír candidates of choice on a consistent

basis.l:l Professor Liu testified that District 3l in Plaintiffs'plans diminishes the ability of

African Americans to elect candidates of their choice. Professor Liu opined that racially

polarized voting may lead to the defeat of black candidates generally and that African-American

voters tend to turn out at a higher rate in majority-minority districts generally.l22 Professor Liu,

however, failed to speciff how these general considerations deprive African Americans of their

ability to elect candidates of choice in Plaintiffs' proposed District 3 l.

58. Using his statistical analysis, Dr. Liu found that blacks are cohesive throughout

Florida, but that their candidates of choice were subject to defeat by majority voting blocs

including white voters and, at times, Hispanic voters.lzs Dr. Liu also found that a black voting

age population of 50 percent was critical both to ensure that blacks could elect their candidates of

choice and to ensure that blacks participate in the voting process at levels commensurate with

their share of the voting age population.l2a [n assessing whether racially polarized voting and

r¡7 Rem. Tr. Vol. 3. 286-87.

"t Rem. Tr. Vol.3.305-06.
rrq Rem. Tr. Vol.3, 291¿95.
rlo Rem. Tr, Vol. 3.291.t2'kl.
!r3 Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at295:24-296:19,309:10-310:23
r1¡ Rem. Tr. Vol. 3.295-96.
12* f,s¡¡. Tr. Vol. 3. 305-06, 308-l l.
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voter participation rvould actually diminish the ability of African Americans to elect ca¡didates

of their choice, Professor Liu analyzed only six elections that are not statewide that were

provided to him.l3s He was provided the elections he was to utilize and he did not verify any

election that he analyzed.l2' Of those elections, only one took place in South Florida, and it was a

non'partisan judicial race in Broward County, where the African American candidate lost in a

district with a BVAP of 25.5Yo.t2? Of the remaining five elections he analyzed, all took place in

Central Floridalzs districts with BVAPs ranging from about 10o,,ô to 36.9-0/o, and African

American candidates actually won in three out of the five races.lsn None of the five elections

took place in South Florida, where Plaintiffs' District 3l is located; r30 the two African American

candidates who lost were running in districts with less than l2% BVAP;lll and one of those two

candidates (Val Demings) only lost by a no¡row margin in a district with a BVAP of I I .l %.r31

Dr. Lichtman on Plaintiffs' District 3l - Brorvtrd County
(Scnrte Map I's analog District 35)

59. Plaintiffs' expert witness, Dr. Lichunan, testified that District 3l in Plaintiffs'

plans provides African Americans with the ability to elect candidates of choice, notwithstanding

the reduclion in BVAP in District 31, as compared to the analog districts in Senate Map I or the

':5 Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at296.2Q-297:1,332:25-333:4; S. Ex. Z.
12ó Rem. Tr. Vol. 3.347:4-6
f27 Rem, Tr, Vol, 3 at296:2A-297:1,332:22-333:15, 341:2Q-1.4Z:2,343:5-19;S.8x.2.
r3* Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at 333:5-15; S. Ex,2.
Ito .tee S. Ex. 2; Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at 333;24-335: t 7 (agreeing lhat African-American Geraldine Thompson
won Orlando-based Senate District 11 in 2014 with 36,90ro BVAP); Rem. Tr. Vol.3 at 338:10-339:13
(agrceing that an African-American candidate Blue lost in Central-Florida based Senate Districr t 5 wirh
ll.9% BVAP); Rem. Tr. Vol.3 at 345:4-348:7 (admitting error in analysis and agreeing that African,
American Tiffany Moore Russell won the r¿ce for Orange County Clerk of Court with 20.2Vú BVAP);
Rem. Tr. Vol, 3 348:l?-349:l I (agreeing thal African-American Jerry Demings won the nce for Orange
County Sherifi with 2A.2a.,'i BVAP).
'ro Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at 333:5-334:4.

''' Rem. Tr. Vol.3 at 351:6-9.

'r: Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at 349:25-351:5.
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2002 Benchmark Plan. To reach that conclusion, Ðr. Lichtman performed a district-specific

functional analysis of District 3l that involved an analysis of, among other things, key district-

specific metrics such as voting age population, voter registration and turnout, and election

history and voting patterns.lls As Dr. Lichtman explained, in Plaintififs' proposed District 31,

the BVAP is 47?ô;r3athe district is heavily Democratic-performing with an average of 8l% of

the vote for Democratic candidates in the most recent 2012 and 2014 elections and 78% for

Democratic candidates in the 13 general elections from 2006 to 2012 that are reported in the

parties' joint trial exhibits;tl5 Afric* Americans were a decisive majority of proposed District

3l's turnout in the 2010,2012, and 2014 Ðemocratic primary elections, with an average of

almost 60%;13ó African American candidates have easily won in statewide elections in proposed

District 3l;13'and, in all manner of circumstances, African American candidates consistently

won in legislative districts with BVAPs as low as about 309á.138

60. Dr, Lichtman explained that thc higher BVAP $AJ%, in the 2002 Benchmark

Plan's analog district (District 29) did not affect his analysis because proposed District 3l is

"nore than sufficienf' to perform for AÊican American candidates of choice.lse He concluded

that he had no concems about retrogression âs compared with the benchmark district because

District 3l is "such an effective performing district that there can't be any retrogression, and 60

r$ Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 806:21-811:?3.
r3{ Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 812:8-l l; e.g., J, Ëx.4 at 2.

'r' Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at I l4:2-8 I O:óJ P. Ex. 22; e.g., t , Ex. 4 at 7.
r3u Rem. Tr. Vol.7 at 816:15-817:24; P.8x.23.
fr?Rem. Tr. Vol.7 at 818:6-819:10; P. Ex.24; e.g.,J. Ex.4 at 7 (reflecting that in Plaintiffs'proposed
District 31, Kendrick Meek won by a margin of almost 20 percentage points above his nearest compet¡tor
for U.S. Senate in 2û10, and President Obama won with 80.5% of the vote in 2008 and 8l.go¡í¡ of rhe vote
in 2013).

'rB Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 819:t5-823:?3; P. Ex. 25-28,

'ln Rem. Tr. Vol,7 at 812:16-814:4.
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percent IBVAP in the benchmark district] is way too high."la0

Conclusion as to Plaintiffs' District 3t - Broward County
(Senate Map 1's analog DistrÍct 35)

61. The Court finds that Professor Liu's opinion as to District 3l in Plaintiffs' plans is

not persuasive, and fails to meet the Senate's burden of showing that it is necessary to maintain

the analog District 35 in Senate Map I at 50.1% BVAP to avoid minority retrogression and vote

dilution. The Court instead accepts the opinion and analysis of Dr. Lichtman, and finds that

Plaintiffs' proposed District 3l effectively performs for African American candidates of choice

without retrogression.

Dr. Liu on Plaintiffs' District 35, 36 & 3S - Miami-Dade and Monroe Counties
(Plaintiffs'3n and 4a Plans)

67. Professor Liu further testified that racially polarized voting may lead to the defeat

of Hispanic candidates generally,laland that Hispanics need a high threshold of voting age

population of at least 75o/o-8}o/o to conhol a disbict generally.la: Because District 35 in all of

Plaintiffs' plans and Districts 36 and 38 in CPS-3a and 4a (the "Challenged Hispanic Districts")

each have Hispanic Votíng Age Population ("HVAP") of less than 759ô-80% using 2010 data

(724/o,74.60,4, and 67.2o/o, respectively), Professor Liu concluded that he could not veriff that the

challenged Hispanic Districts are effective perforrning Hispanic districts.lal

63. The Court does not accept Professor Liu's testimony that 75%-S0!,6 HVAF is

necessary to perform efifectively for Hispanics. As an initial matter, this threshold is inconsistent

with positions taken by the Senate in this action and in the congressional action. As the Court

noted at trial, one of the Senate's proposed Hispanic-perfiorming districts in Senate Map I

tao 
Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 828:23-829:5.

rar Rem. Tr. Vol.3 ar 299:21-300:l L
'tt Rem. Tr, Vol. 3 at 303:l-23, 304:16-17.

''3 Rem" Tr. Vol.3 at 304:l l-l?; 312:6-3tJ:10.
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(District 3?) fails to meet Professor Liu's threshold.laa Moreover, several of the Hispanic-

performing dístricts in the staff-drawn base maps had HVAPs below 75olo, anð the testimony was

undisputed that staff, Senate leadership, and their counsel all agreed that those districts were

Hispanic-performing districts.ra5 And, as discussed above, legislative staffi legistative in-house

and outside counsel, Professor Moreno (an expert for the House), and Senator Galvano all took

the position during the special session that District 37 in Plan 9079 did not retrogress at an

HVAP of 72.lYo after a carefi,¡l analysis of the district.la6 In the congressional action, the Senate

represented to the Florida Supreme Court that District 26 in the 2012 and 2014 enacted

congressional plans perfonned for Hispanic candidates with a 6S.9% HVAP.I4? ln the end, the

Florida Supreme Court upheld Judge Lewis's finding that Professor Liu's opinions at the

congressional trial were "not particularly helpful" and approved as constitutionally compliant a

Miami-Dade-based Congressional District 26 in CP-l with an HVAP of 68.3?0. Apportíonment

l4ll, 2015 WL77 fiA54 Gla. Dec. 201 5).

64. Professor Liu's analysis of Hispanic elections in South Florida was more limited

than his African American election analysis - down to only five races instead of six.las And,

once again, of those elections, the Hispanic candidate or Hispanic candidate of choice won each

election in districts with HVAPs as low as about 25o/o, except for a non-partisan judicial race in

fno Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 a¡322:4-323:3; S. Ex. 7.
rot Rem. Tr. Vol. I at I l5:24-l l6:20.

'* Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 498:21-502: I 5; Rem. Tr. Vot. I ar 130:9-135:25.
tot 

Seo Leg. Answer Brief and Initial Brief on Cross-Appeal at I 14 in Apportìonment VII, Case No. SC I 4-
1905, ovailaåle øl http:/lwww.floridasupremecourt,org/gub_infolsummaricVbriefs/14/14-1905Æiled_12-
19-2014-Legislative-Pa4ies' Answer Bricf.trdt("Enacted District 26 [in the 2012 and 20t4 plans] is a
competitive district that enables Hispanic voters to coalesce around a Hispanic candidate of either
political party. No pany cûntends that it d¡minishes the ability to elect."); Rem Tr. Vol. 3, 383:22-384:4;
P. Ex.16.

'n* Rem. Tr. Vot. 3 at 380:3-7; S. Ex. 3.
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which a young Hispanic lawyer lost to a sitting judge in a district with a 66.40¿o HVAP.T{t After

conceding that he could not cite a single instance where a district with an HVAP in excess of

6Tonfailed to etect a Hispanic candidate of choice, Professor Liu attempted to clarify that of the

four Challenged Hispanic Districts, District 36 in Plaintifß' CPS-3a and CPS,4a was really his

"mûin concern" and opined that "there is very great likelihood" that District 36 would not

perform with an HVAP of 74.60/o due to the district's Democratic performance in races involving

non-Hispanic candidates. l5o

Dr. Lichtman on Plaintiffs' District 35r 36 & 3E - Miami-Dade snd Monroe Counties
(Plnintiffs'3¡ and 4a Plans)

65. Dr. Lichtman, in contrast, testified that the Challenged Hispanic Districts each

provide Hispanics with the ability to elect candidates of their choice. To reach that conclusion,

he perforned a distriet-specific functional analysis of each of the Challenged Hispanic Districts

that included an analysis of, among other things, key district specifrc metrics such as voting age

population, voter registration and turnout, and election history and voting pattems, As Dr"

Lichtman explained, Hispanics, unlike African Americans, do not unitc behind a single part¡ but

are divided âmong Demouats, Republicans, and Independents.¡sl lnstead, Hispanics unite and,

therefore, remain cohesive in supporting Hispanic candidates versus candidates of other

ethnicities; in other words, Hispanics tend to vote ethnicity over party in rnulti-racial elections.lsx

Accordingly, Dr. Lichtman did an extensive, five-level analysis of the Challenged Hispanic

Districls to confirm they performed and did not retrogress. The Defendant's complain that Dr.

tt'Rern. Tr. Vol.3 at 380:3-21,381:18-384:?; S. Ex.3.
¡tu Rem. Tr. Vol.3 at 374:18-380:2.
rrr Rem. Tr. Vol, 7 at 831 : l0-?3; see, e.g,.,J. Ex. 4 at I (showing that, in Plaintiffs' District 36 in CPS-4a,
for example, Hispanic registered voters in ?014 were about 28o,t Democratic, 38% Republican, and 34gro
Independent).
r5: Rem. Tr" Vol.7 at 831:24-833:12.
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Lichtman purported to perform a functional analysis of Plaintiffs' minority dishicts, but he did

not compare Plaintiffs' districts to the benchmark Senate districts as required.lsl Instead, Dr.

Lichtman compared Plaintiffs' districts to benchmark congressional districts in Miami-Dade

County regardless of whether those districts overlapped geographically.lsa Further, Defendants

complain Dr. Lichtman used an older statistical technique called ecological regression to anallae

one election - the 2010 Senate election, involving three highly-visible candidates including

Marco Rubio, Charlie Crist, and Kendrick Meek - which he then used to evaluate the political

performance of Plaintiffs' districts.ls5 Defendants maintain that on the basis of this single

election, Dr, Lichtman coneluded that Plaintiffs' Districts 35, 36, and 38 would perform for

Hispanícs.l56

66, However, as Dr. Lichtman's multi-leveled analysis showed, the Challenged

Hispanic Districts are all distrÍcts in which Hispanics have over a two-thirds majority of the

voting age population, are an outright majority of registered voters, and are an overwhelming

majority of registered Republicans.l5T At the same time, Hispanics are a significant and growing

segment, ranging from 43.1% ta 49.9Yo in 2012, of registered Democrats in the Challenged

Hispanic Districts"lss Dr. Lichtman demonstrated how the Challenged Hispanic Districts have

closely comparable or stronger Hispanic mehics than analogous eongressional districts that have

consistently performed for Hispanics.lse Dr. Lichtman then performed an ecological regression

for each proposed Challenged Hispanic District, establishing that Hispanics cohered behind a

r:3 ftsm. Tr. Vol, 7. 907.
t51 Rem. Tr. Vol. 7. 84041"
r55 Rem. Tr. Vol. 7. 805; T3.294.
rru Rem. Tr. Vol. 7. 844-85, 851-52, 890-91.t" P. Ex. 6, ro, 13.
¡58 Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 849:5-851:2; F. Ex. 7 (showing growth in Hispanic registration); P, Exs. 6, t0 and
13 (showing Hispanic democratic registration).
'" Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 840:23-851 :25.
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Hispanic candidate in a key election against candidates of other ethnicities; 160 he anallzed the

electoral history of Hispanic districts, which revealed that Hispanics candidates won 40 of 43

partisan legislative elections in districts with 67% or higher HVAP;rdl and he then showed,

through ecological regression, how the Hispanic candidate of choice won the remaining

legislative elections, such that the Hispanic candidate of choice actually won 43 out of 43

elections (100%) in such districts.ló2 Dr. Lichtman analyzed the voting behavior of Hispanics in

primary elections and opined that Democrats have a strong incentive to nominate Hispanic

candidates and, in fact, have nominated Hispanic candidates 100% of the time in Hispanic

districts with 67?o or higher HVAP, as a Hispanic Republican will otherwise win in light of

Hispanics' tendency to votE ethnicity over party in multi-racial elections.'ú3 Th" Defendant's

complain Dr, Lichtman purports to confirm his results by anal¡zing election results with similar

Hispanic voting age populations as in Plaintiffs' districts.l6a DefEndants further complain that

Dr. Lichtman could not identify, howÉver, which of these elections involved candidates of

different races; indeed, he did not even know which elections were actually contested.ló5 Dr. Liu

testified that uni-racial and uncontested elections were of no value in determining the presence of

racial bloc voting.l66 Defendants argue that Dr. Lichtman did not conduct a racially-polarized

voting analysis to determine whether a particular candidate was the Hispanic candidate of choice,

except in two elections where Dr. Lichtman found that a white candidate was the Hispanic

candidate of choice.l6? ln one of those elections, Hispanic candidates received more votes than

ills*, e.g., Rem. Tr. Vol. ? ar 852:l-853:18; P. Exs. 9, l2 and 15.

i]jSee, e.g., Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 853:19-856:15;P. Exs. 16, 17, t8, and 19.
'o ,9ee, e.g., Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 856:17-858:5; P. Exs. ?0 and 21.

'ó3 Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 858:6-860:14,8?4:9-8?5:13.
¡64Rem. Tr. Vol.7. 884.
r6s See e,9,,T7. 939-40, 942.45, 948.
t6 Rem. Tr. Vol. 3. 295.
16? Rem. Tr. Vol. 7. 857.
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the white candidate, but Dr. Lichtman nonetheless found that the white candidate was the

Hispanic candidate of choice.l6E

67. As with Dishict 31, Dr. Lichtman explained that the higher HVAPs in the three

"packed" benchmark Hispanic districts do not caüse concern because Plaintiffs' proposed

districts continue to provide Hispanics with the ability to elect candidates of choice, regnrdless of

lower metri"t.tun Dr. Lichtrnan testified that the additional Hispanic population in the

benehmark districts is mueh higher than necessary "to provide the ability to elect and create[s]

wasted voters."l?o Further, Dr. Lichtman noted that CPS-4a and 3a, far from diminishing

minority voting opportunities, actually expand opportunities and the ability to elect for South

Florida Hispanics by creating four, rather than three, performing Hispanic districts.lTl As Dr.

Lichtman explained, by being packed into only three districts, Hispanics are effectively deprived

of representation roughly proportional to their percentage of Florida's electorate, in that they are

l5% of registered voters in Florida, buthave only three performing Hispanic districts out of 40

Senate districts (i.e., 7o/ol,. 
t72 Thus, under Plaintiffs' Plans CPS-3a and 4a, Hispanic

representation would increase by one-third - going from three to four ability-to-elect districts.

According to Dr. Lichtman, under CPS-4a and 3a, Híspanics have a very high probability of

electing four, rather than three, candidates of choice.l?3 And as Dr. Lichtman further exptained,

even if an election in one of Plaintiffs' proposed districts is somehow lost and only three

Hispanic-preferred candidates are elected, Hispanics are certainly no worse off than under the

2002 Benchmark PIan or Senate Map l, which have only tkee performing districts in South

ru* Rern. Tr. Vol. 7.94647.
fun Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 836:14-S37:7,879,6-15,889:4-14.
r?o Rem. Tr. Vol.7 at 909:23-910:l l.
'?r Rem. Tr. Vol.7 at 837:8-840:20.
rzzRem. Tr. Vol. 7 at797:3-798:9.

'71Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 83?:8-840:20.
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Florida.l?{ At the same time, there is ¿ real opportunity to elect a fourth Hispanic-prefened

candidate in Plaintiffs' plans that does not exist in either the 2002 Benchmark Plan or Senate

Map 1.175

Conclusions on Plaintiffs' Distrlct 35,36 & 38 - Miami-Dadc and Monroe Counties

68. This Court finds that the testimony of Professor Liu was not paticularly helpfirl

and that the data he used in forming his opinions was limited and therefore, not probative or

persuasive, and it falls short of meeting the Senate's burden of showing that the Challenged

Hispanic Districts would diminish the ability of Hispanics to elect candidates of their choice.

Defendants point out that Dr. Lichtman testified that he did not retain his output files showing

the results of his analysis. lT6 The Defend¡nts complain that Dr. Lichtman's systcrnatic

destruction of these records houbling, particulady in light of Dr. Liu's testimony that there is no

wûy to veri$ the results of Dr. Lichtrnan's work without the output files.ll? However, Dr.

Lichtman testified that the program he used is available everywhere and ", . , . anyone who

lhought I had a problem with any of my results could absolutely directly replicate my ecological

regressions."lTs Further, Dr. Lichtman testified that "ln fact, Dr. Liu indicated he also performed

ecological regressions."tTe T'hus, while it would have been best to retain the output files, no

complaint was made to the Court prior to trial regarding the issue and it appears the ecological

regressions of Dr. Lichtman are duplicable. Dr. Liu's testimony failed to provide this Court with

reliable evidence of whether particular districts would perform for a minority group's candidate

of choice. lnstead, the Court accepts Ðr. Lichtman's opinions and tinds that the Challenged

r?4 RÊm. Tr. Vol. 7 at 837:8-840:20.

'tt R"*. Tr, Vol.7 at 837:8-840:20.
t?6 Rem. Tr. Vol. 7.959.
'tt Rem. Tr. Vol.3.315.
rzü fts¡¡ Tr. Vol.7 at959:24-96O;1.
t7'r Rem Tr. Vol.7 at 960:l-2.
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Hispanic Districts provide Hispanics with the ability to elect candidates of choice without

retrogression, and finds that a fourth Hispanic-performing district not only can, but should, be

drawn in South Florida, as reflected in CPS-4a or CPS-3a.

69. This Court is also convinced that the Senate has failed to carry its burden of

demonstrating that Senate Map I does not result in vote dilution. Specifically, the Senatq in

presenting the testimony of Professor Liu, has failed to meet its burden of showing that it is

necessary to confine Hispanics in South Florida into three dishicts of 75Yo or greater HVAP.lt0

And, as Dr. Liu agreed, Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act ("VRA") applies to the Hispanic

districts in South Florida and that creating additional performing Hispanic districts is desirable,

but he (Dr. Liu) did not think ". . . . that's passible in plaintiffs' plur."'tt The Court finds that

Plaintiffs' plans CPS4a and 3a demonstrate that it is indeed possible to draw four majority-

minority districts in South Florida in which Hispanic candidates are much more líkely than not to

be able to elect candidates of their choice.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

St¡nd¡rd of Review and Burden of Proof

74, Article fll, Section 2l of the Florida Constitution requires all state legislative

redistricting plans to comply with two "tiers" of legal requirements. Tier one provides:

No apportionment plan or district shall be drawn with the intent to favor or
disfavor a political party or an incumbent; and districts shall not be drawn with
the intent or result of denlng or abridging the equal opportunity of racial or
language minorities to participate in the political process or to diminish their
ability to elect representatives of their choice; and districts shall consist of
contiguous territory.

Fln. Cowsr., art. II[, $ 2l(a). Tier two provides:

!80 The Senate elected not to call at trial its other disclosed expert (Mr. Watson).
¡8r Rem. Tr. Vol. 3 at 384: 1 6-3 85:7, 386:22-387: 1 3.
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Unless compliance with the standards in this subseetion conflicts with the
standards in [tier oneJ or with federal law, distriets shall be as nearly equal in
population as is practicable; districts shall be compact; and districts shall, where
feasible, utilize existing political and geographical boundaries.

FLA. Co¡¡sr., art. III, $ 2l(b).

71, Absent a conflict between these tiers, legislative districts must be drawn to

"comport with all of the requirements enumerated in Florida's constitution." Appartionment 1,83

So.3d at 615. While tier-two requirements "are subordinate and shall give way where

compliance" would conflict with tier one or fueral law, districts may deviate from tier-two

criteria "only to the extent necessary" to avoid a conflict. Id. at 6394Q; see also íd. rt 667

(holding that "the Legislature is permitted to violate compactness only when necessary to avoid

conflict with tier-one standards"); id. at 669 (striking down Senate district because it could h¿ve

been "drawn much more compactly and remain a minority-opportunity district").

72. If the Legislature departs from tier-two requirements in drawing a district and

cannot identify a "valid justification" for doing so, then the Legislature's departure is "indicative

of intent to favor incumbents and a political party." td. at 669. Although tier-two deviations are

not needed to find improper partisan intent, they appropriately create an inference of partisan

intent. See íd. at 640 ("[A] disregard for the constitutional requirements set forth in tier two is

indicative of improper intent, which Florida prohibits by absolute terms.").

73. The burden of establishing compliance with Article lll, Section 2l and the degree

of scrutiny fundamentally change after there is a finding - or, in this case, an admission - of

partisan intent in a redistricting plan as a wholE. As the Florida Supreme Court explained:

Once the trial court found unconstitutional intent, there was no longer any basis to
apply a deferential standard of review; instead, the trial court should have shifted
the burden to the Legislature to justi$ its decisions in drawing the congressional
district lines.

.Å.pportionnrent I4I, 172 So. 3d at 396-97
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74. The Supreme Court further explained how the burden shift upon a finding or

admission of improper intent works, and can be determinative, in practice:

Because there are many ways in which to draw a district thrt complíes with, for
example, the constitutional requiroment of compactness, which party bears the
burden of establishing why a decision was made to accept or rejlct â particular
configuration can ultimately be determinative. This can be seen in reviÈwing the
seven maps initially released to the public by the House.

All of these maps were considered by the Legislature to be maps that complied
with the tier-two constitutional standards. But, in one of the maps, designatåd as
H000C9001, there were as few as 14 Republican districts based ôn 2008
presidential election data and l5 Republican districts based on 2012 presidential
data. ln the map chosen by the House to move forward in the procesr, d"signated
as H000C901l, there were 16 Republican districts under both the z0l2 and 2008
presidential results. And, after additional revisions, the Legislature's enacted map
performed with 17 Republican districts under the 2008 data and 16 using the 2012
data - actually more favorable to Republicans than the performanie of the
admittedly gerrymandered 2902 districts under the same data. This consistent
improvement in the Republican performance of the map - even when comparíng
maps the Legislature itself produced and considered two-tier compliant - reveals
that there are many ways to draw constitutionally compliant districts that may
have different political implications.

Since the hial court found that the Legislature's intent was to draw a plan that
benefitted the Republican Party, the burden should have been placed on the
Legislature to demonstrate that its decision to choose one compact dirtri"t ou*t
another compact district, or one tíer-two compliant map over another tier-two
compliant rnap, w¿ui not motivated by this improper intent. This is particularly
true where the challengers presented widence that the Legislaturé's choicei
ultimately benefitted the Republican Party and also showed altemative maps that
performed more fairly.

Id. at 4AA-01 (footnotes omitted).

75. Because the Legislature has failed to enact a remedial plan, it falls to this Court to

judicially adopt a plan. Presented with a similar situatíon in the congressíonal case, the Florida

Supreme Court held that the trial court should approve the remediat ptan that..best fulfills . . . all

constitutional requirernents." Apportionntent Y\il,2015 WL 7753054, at +7. Accordingly, the

question is no longer whether a plan is merely constitutionally compliant, but whether it best

complies with the constitutional requirements among the options presented to the Court.
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76. Despite the absence of an enacted plan, "the burden remains on the. . . Senate to

justiff [its] chosen district confîgurations." Id. If the rule were otherwise, the Legislarure could

lessen its burden and escape the consequences of the Senate's admission of improper intent in

the Stipulation and Consent Judgment by merely declining to enact a remedial plan.

The Psrtiesn \ryhole Plq$ Ch¡llenees

77. Article III, Section 2l(a) provides that "[n]o apportionment plan or district shall

be drawn with the intent to favor or disfavor a political party or an incumbent." In that regard,

"[t]he prohibition on improper partisan intent in redistricting applies, by its express terms, to

both the apportionment plan as a whole and to each district indivídually." Apportíanntent Vil,

t72 So.3d at 375. UnderArticle III, Section ?l(a), "there is no acceptable level of improper

intent" in a redistricting plan, and there is no need to "show[J malevolent sr evil purpose." ,Id.

78. In evaluating the Legislature's intent, "the focus of the ¿nalysis rnust be on both

direct and circumstantial evidence of intent." Apportíonnrent [,83 So. 3d at 617. "[O]bjective

indicators . . . can be discemed from the Legislature's level of compliance with . . . tier-two

requirements," and a "disregard for these principles can senr'e as indicia of improper intent." .ld.

at 618. The Court must "evaluate the shapes of districts together with . . . objective data, such as

the relevant voter registration and elections data, incumbents' addresses, and demographics." .ld.

Because this is an as-applied challenge, this Court must atso consider "fact-intensive claims" of

improper intent in addition to objective indicators. Apportiotttttent III, I I I So. 3d at 201 .

79. Although the constitutional language focuses on intent rather than result, the

Court may consider "the effects of the plan" in determining whether there is improper intent,

Apportíonnrenl I, 83 So. 3d at 617, and should not "disregard obvious conclusions from the

undisputed facts," id. at 619. After a finding or admission of unconstirutional intent, the partisan

consequences of the Legislature's choices necessarily assume a more promínenl role in the
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ana¡ysis. See Apportíanntent tqI,l72 So. 3d at 401 (holding that it is "particularly tnre" that the

Legislature must justifu its "decision to choose one compact district over another compact

district, or one tier-two compliant map over another tier-two compliant map" when .,the

challengers present[] evidence that the Legislature's choices ultimately benefited the Republican

Party and also show[] alternative maps that performed more fairly''). For example, in rejecting

the Legislature's remedial proposal for Congressional Districts 2ó and 27,the Florida Supreme

Court emphasized that the redrawn configuration wûs "even more favorable to the Republican

Pany than the enacted district, whích was invalidated partly for being drawn with the intent to

favor the Republican Party." Apportionnrcnt v1il,2015 wL 77s30s4,at t2l.

80. Senate Map I contains numerous indicators of partisan intent. It was chosen as

part of a process that generated progressively increasing benefits for the Republiean party and

incumbents' The sole individual involved in creating and selecting Senate Map t was Senator

Galvano. Although the Legislature pointed to reliance on staffas a sort of gold standard for tier-

one compliance, the Senate expressly rejected staffs work product by amending Plan g07$lg0g0

during the special session, and Senate leadership disregarded more tier-two compliant, staff-

drawn alternatives when Senate Map I was created so that it performed better for the Republican

Party and incumbents than any other option prepared by staff

8l' The Senate attempts to explain away its progressive elimination of Republican

incumbent pairings from the base maps to Plan 90?819090 to Senate Map I by clairning that

incumbent pairings do not really matter because incumbents can move from district to district.ls2

But the Florida Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that the presence or absence of incumbent

pairings is an important consideration under Article III, Section 2l(a). ln ApportÌannrcnt I, the

't',S"4 ø.g., Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 528:22-537:3,563:?.5-565;9
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Supreme Court held that courts should consider "the shape of the district in relation to the

incumbent's legal residence" and maneuvers that "avoid pitting incumbents against one another

in new districts." Apportionment I,83 So. 3d at 618-19. The Supreme Court noted that one

indicium of improper intent in the 2012 lnitial Plan was that it did "not pit incumbents against

each other." Id. at 654. ln Apportionmenl VIII, by contrast, the Supreme Court found it

indicative of a lack of partisan intent that Pl¿intiffs' proposed congressional plan, CP-I, paired

two Democratic incumbents in the same district. See Apportionment IüII,20lS WL 7?53054, at

*2. Legislative staff and Senator Galvano testified that they did not have access to incumbent

addresses, but "the fact that the Senate or House or their staff may or may not have had the

incumbents' addresses is not determinative of intent or lack of intent." Apportíonmerrf I, 83 So.

3d at 619. ln sum, the Supreme Court has rejected any notion that incumbent pairings should be

ignored or discounted simply because incumbents have the ability to move residences.

82. In the face of more tier-two compliant options that perform more fairly than

Senate Map l, the Court cannot disregard that the Senate has advanced a plan that protects

incumbents and matches the Republican performance of the admittedly unconstitutional 2012

Enacted Plan' Cf. Apportionntent V1il,2015 WL 7753054,at *21 (holding that Legislatr¡re failed

to carry its burden in congressional remedial proceedings where "the Legislature's proposed

configuration of Districts 26 and 27 was even more favorable to the Republican party than the

enacted dishict" and "the redrawn Districts 26 and 27 we less compact and split more citíes than

the alternative maps submitted at trial"). The Court finds that the Senate has failed to carry its

burden of demonstrating that Senate Map i was not drawn with unconstitutional intent"

83- Even apart &om considerations of improper intent, Senate Map I is invatid in its

entirety because it needlessly deviates from the constitutional requirement of equal poputation.

As the Florida Supreme Court has explained: "Because obtaining equal population .if
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practicable' is an explicit and important constitutional mandate under the Florida Constitution,

any deviation from that goal of mathematical precision must be based upon compliance with

other constitutional standards." Appørtionnrcnt 1,83 So.3d at 630. The Legislature simply set

an arbitrary limit of 40,¡ò total deviation and never made a serious effort to determine whether it

could lessen the 3.lg,t, total deviation in Senate Map l, which increased the total deviation as

compared with the unconstitutional 2012 Initial and Enacted Plans by more than 50%. As it

stands, Plaintiffs have shown that devíation can be reduced by more than 50% while actually

improving compliance with the other tier-two requirements" Accordingly, the Legislature has not

carried its burden of showing that its increased deviation from the goal of mathematical precision

in Senate Map I is based upon compliance with other constitutional standards. lndeed, Senate

Map I lags behind Plaintiffs' alternative plans on virtually every tier-two metric.

84. The Court further rejects the Senate's argument that the Court should decline to

adopt Plainti{Ts' plans because they are alleged to have been drawn with partisan intent. The

Florida Supretne Court has recently held that the intent of challengers is not relevant in remedial

proceedings:

[T]he Legislature's and Justice Polston's argument that the trial court should have
considered the intent of the drafters of CP-l fundamentally misunderstands the
trial court's role and this Court"s role in the cunent proceeding

'Appartionment l¡II did not forbid a citizen affiliated with a particular party from
drawing a map, nor was our affirmance of the trial court's finding of
unconstitutional intent based solely on the fact that political consultants aligned
with the Republican Party had drawn mâps- Instead, this Court's decision rest€d
largely on the Legislature's own claims that it had conducted an open and
transparent redistricting process, while it was being manipulated into a violation
of its constitutional duty. . . . The reason that improper partisan intent was found
in the drawing of the map was not because of the intent of a particular map dr¿wer
or partisan operative.

**f

Simply put, as this Court's directive in Apportionment VII made clear . . . the
alternative maps are not on trial themselves, as is the Legislature's map.
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Rather, in this case, the altemative plans . . . serve to demonstrate that the . . .

districts could have been drawn to be more tier-two compliant.

Appørtionntent 1411,2015 WL 77fiA54 at *17-*19.

85. Regardless, this Court finds that Plaintiffs did not draw their alternative plans with

improper partisaÍ intent for the following reâsons. Plaintiffs' intentions are obvious, they have

submitted alternative maps to demonshate what they believe were the constitutional infirmities

in Senate Map I and to present to the Court what they believed was a more constitutionally

compliant map based on every measurable metric. lt could be argued that Plaintiffs merely seek

to benefit an opposing political party by challengíng the Senate's proposed redistricting map, but

it appears to me that Plaintiffs intention in submitting the altemative maps and in specifically

promoting CPS-4(a) is to provide the Court a map that objectively demonstrates that a map or

several maps can be drawn that significantly improve the constitutional measures set forth in the

Fair District Amendment. Plaintiffs' plans are more tier-two compliant by every constitutionally

recognized môasure, and O'Neill credibly testified that he did not use partisan data except as

necessary to draw minority districts, did not have access to incumbent data, and did not draw

Plaintiffs' plans with partisan intent. Notably, Plaintiffs' plans contain features that disfavor

Democrats and Republicans alike - for example, by pairing both Democratic and Republican

incumbents together. Cl. íd. at *18 (holding that the record "belies [partisan] motive" because

"fa]lthough Democrats complained that the redrawn map pitted two Democratic incumbents

against one another, and even though the Romo Plaintiffs championed a vertical configuration

before the trial court, the Coalition Plaintiffs maintained their advocaey for a 'stacked'

configuration of Districts 2l and 22 that substantially improves tier-two compliance"). Finally,

Plaintifß' maps politically perForm in a reasonably expected way district by district and

statewide. PlaintifPs Plan CPS4a, does an excellent job of demonstrating the point the Court is trying
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to make regarding the evaluation of political performance data. When historícal political performance

data is applied to its proposed structure it reveals what the resulrs it would have produced in ?008,2010,

and 2012, using the 2008 and 2012 presidcntial election results and the 2010 gubernatoriat eleetion

resutts:l83

2008 201CI 2012.

Dems 20 18 ZL

Reps 2A 22 ¡g

Plaintiffs in this case suggest this outcome for each of the three election cycles is

reasonable based on an overall understanding of election data in Florida and it constitutes

evidence that their plan was not drawn with the intent to favor or disfavor a political party. That

certainly seems reasonable. Plaintift's presented this election data as evidence that their map

performs within reasonable bounds of expectation and the historical potitical performance data

lends credence to the finding that CPS-4a does not ". . . .favor or disfavor a political party,"

Individual Districts

Panh¡ndle - Districts l, 2, and 3tt{

86. Senate Map I maintains Districts I and 2 in the same configuration as the 2012

Enacted Plan. Plaintiffs propose a different configuration that is identicalas between all of their

proposed remedial plans. All of the parties' proposed remedial plans contain the same

cortfiguration of Dishict 3, and no party challenges that configuration.

t"l Plaintiffs Demonstrative Exhibir 52
l*' The Senale's and Plaintiffs' proposed remcdial plans contain different district nurnbering. The
discussion of individual challenges in this Final Judgment follows the Senare's numbering system and
notes wherE Plaintiffs use different numbering.
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87. Plaintifß challenge Districts I and 2 in Senate Map I on tier-one and tier-two

grounds. Plaintiffs contend that Districts I and 2 can be drawn more compactty while still

following major roadways and the municipal boundary of Crestview, as reflected in CPS-3a, 3b,

4a, and 4b. Plaintiffs further contend that the Legislature has rejected this more compact

configuration because it would pair Senator Evers and Representative Caetz, an announced

candidate for the Senate seat that his term-limited father, Senator Don Caetz, will soon vacate.

88. Plaintiffs' configuration of Districts I and 2 is significantly more comp¿lct using

recognized compactness metrics than the competing configuration ín Senate Map I. Further,

Plaintiffs keep overpopulation in Districts I and 2 under I%, whilc District I in Senate Map I is

overpopulated by more than l%. The below figure reflects these tier-two diffi:rences:185

Senate M¡p I CPS-3a&b, CPS-4¡&b
SÐ# Pop. Reock Convex

HullDev. #
SD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
I
2

0.79
0.80

588s
?326

0.45
0.43

I
2

4299
3912

0.46
0.5E

0.78
0.84

Avs. 0.44 0.79 Avg. 0.52 0.81

89. The Senate did not challenge Plaintiffs' Dishicts I and 2 in its pretrial disclosure

of district challenges, as required by the Amended Scheduling Order.ltó Accordingly, the Court

declines to consider the Senate's untimely challenges to Plaintiffs' Districts I and 2.

90. Even if this Court were to consider the Senate's untimely claim that Districts I

and 2 in Plaintiffs' proposed plans are visually non-compact, it would reject that claim. Contrary

to the Senate's claim that the Florida Suprerne Court has prioritized visual compactness over

metric compactness, both are equally important measures of compactness. .See Apportionment I,

83 So. 3d at 634-35. The Supreme Court and all parties, including the Senate, have routinely

r85 
J. Ex. I at 2; J. Ex.2 at 2; J. Ex. 3 arl;J, Er.4 ar 2; J. Ex.5 at 2.

Itu,See Amended Scheduling Order dated November l?,2015 at 2; Senate's Objections to Plaintiffs'
Proposed Remedial Plans dated November 25, 2015.
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used Reock and Convex Hull scores to establish that districts are more or less compact.

Nevertheless, the Court perceives no meaningful difference in visual compactness as between

Plaintiffs' and the senate's proposed configurations of Districts I and 2.

91. Districts I and 2 in the Senate Map I would keep Senator Evers and

Representative Gaetz in diffbrent districts, while they are paired together in CPS-3a, 3b, 4a, and

4b. Because the Senate has not justified its rejection of a more tier-two compliant configuration

of Dishicts I and 2, the Court finds that the Senate has maintained the configuration in the 2012

Enacted Plan with the intent to benefit the Republican Party and incumbents.

92. The Senate has failed to carry its burden of justiffing a configuration of Districts

I and 2 that is less tier-two compliant than the altemative offered by Plaintiffs" Accordingly, the

Court adopts Districts 1,2, and 3 as reflected in all of Plaintiffs' proposed plans.

Northwest Florida (Districts 41 5, and 7)

93' Senate Map I contains a configuration of Districts 4, 5, and 7 that divides

Alachua County and Gainesville. Population from Alachua County is then paired with Bradford

and Clay Counties. The 2012 Enacted Plan also paired Alachua, Bradford, and Clay Counties

using a configuration prepared by the partisan operatives referenced ín Apportíonment VIL\ET

94. Plaintifß' proposed plans contain two variations of Districts 4, 5, and ? that do

not split Alachua County or Gainesville. CPS-3a and 3b contain a rainbow-shaped District 5 as

part of overall plans that divide only l5 counties. CPS-4a and 4b contain an alternative District 5

that is more compact, while matching the number of split counties ( I 6) in Senate Map I .

95. Plaintiffs object to Districts 4, 5, and 7 in Senate Map I on the basis that they

deviate from the requirements of compactness, respect for political boundaries, and equal

'E7 J' Stipulation Regarding Certain Publicly Submitted Senate Maps dated December 9,2015; conrpare I.
Ex.6 rli¡ú P. Ëx. 153 (SPLIBSO143).
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population to enhance Republican performance. The Senate objects to Plaintiffs' configurations

by claiming that they render District 5 visually non-compact. [n support of its claim, the Senate

submitted alternate configurations of these districts after the November 18,2015 deadline for

submitting proposed plans established by this Court's Amended Scheduling Order.l88

96. Districts 4, 5, and 7 in Senate Map I were derived from PIan g078. Plan 9078

was the only base map that split Alachua County and Gainesville and paired population from

Alachua County with Bradford and Clay Counties. The result was to keep Districts 4, 5, and ?

Republican-performing based on the 2CI12 presidential election, the 2010 gubernatorial election,

and the 2008 presidential election, as was the case in the 2012 Enacted Ptan.lse As reflected

below, District 4 in all of the other base maps is competitive or leans Democratic in those

elections, while District 4 remained solidly Republican in Plan 9078 and Senate Map l:reo

97. Plaintiffs' proposed plans demonstrate that Districts 4, 5, and 7 can be drawn

more compactly on average than Senate Map I without splitting Alachua County or Gainesville

and while keeping population deviation under lgå. The following is a comparison between

Districts 4, 5, and 7 in Senate Map t and their analogs in Plaintiffs' proposed plans:lel

r88 S. Exs. I ? and 18.

'*t s""J. Ëx. I at 7; J. Ex.6 at 8; J. Ex. '73 at7;J. Ex. ?4 ar 7; J. Ex, z5 atl; I.Ex.T6ar ?; J. 8x.77 at7;
J. Ex. 78 at 7.
ren J. Exs. 71-78 at2.
rer J. Exs. l-5 and ?7 at2.

Ansloggus District 4 conf¡gurations - Dernocratic Pcrformance (9/ol
Elections s9070-sD4 s9072-SD4 s9074-SD4 s9076-SD4 s9078-SD4 s908CI-sD4
2008 Pres, 47.0s% 47.05% 47.45% 47,59% 35.93% 47.OsVs
2010 Gov. 50.35% 50.35% 50.35% 50.08% 38.57Vo 50.350/o
2012 Pres. 45.1l% 45,lto/o 45.llo/o 45j2% 33.930h 45.LIVI¡

Pl¡ns 59078 / Senate Map I CPS-3 a and b CPS-4 a ¡nd b
Analog SD4 SD5 SD7 Ave SD5 SD7 SD8 Avs SD5 SD7 SD8 Ave
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Dishicts
Reock .47 .31 .51

.73 .7t .79

.43 .4t .64 .4? .49 .58 .55 .5t .54

Convex
Hull

74 .62 .82 .77 74 7t .82 .72 75

Highest
Deviation

769s (SD7) -34e7 (SD8) 3,698 (SD8)

Lowest
Deviation

-lsr r (sDs) 740 (SDs) 672 (SD5)

Split
Cities

Cainesville None None

98. In each of Plaintiffs' proposed plans, District 7 (analog to District 5 in Senate

Map l) is a Democratiçleaning district in the 2012 presidential, 2010 gubernatorial, and 2008

presidential elections. I e?

99, Although Districts 5, 7, and 8 in CPS-3a , 3b, 4a, and 4b are all more compact on

average than their counterparts in Senate Map I, the Senate has submitted altemate

configurations that ate mûre compact than Distrists 5 and 7 in CPS-3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b.le3 Both of

the Senate's altematives, however, split Alachua County.

100. As O'Neill explained, cornpactness can oftEn be increased by breaking political

boundaries, but the benefit differs based on the particular splits that are introduced.lea O'Neill

testified that he was able to improve compactness substantially across a whole region (í.e., by .04

Reock on average across fifteen dishicts) by splitting Lake and Charlotte Counties and keeping

Manatee County whole (for a net increase in one county split) in CPS,4a and 4b.te5 Splitting

Alachua County, by contrast, results in compactness gains in only trvo districts, as is evidenced

by the Senate's alternative configurations.ln6 In that regard, Iegislative staff, like O'Neill, did not

'n: J. Ex. 2 at 7: !. Ex. 3 at 7; J. Ex. 4 at7;J. Ex. 5 at 7.

'n] S. Ëxs. I7 and 18.
lea Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 a¡ 622:7-623:4,654:17-656:21, 763:lû-765:20; p. Dem. 46 and 58.
re5 Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at763:ß-765:15; see also,P. Dem.58.
lné S. Dem. L
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appear to attribute signifìcant value to splitting Alachua County, considering that five of the six

base maps kept Alachua County and Gainesville whole.

l0l. The Senate's claim that a county should be divided for minor gains in

compactness is also inconsistent with its position in the .Appartionment VIil appeat. In

Apportionment YIil, the Senate urged the Florida Supreme Court to adopt one of its proposed

congressional remedial maps, Plan 9066, because it split one fewer county than the other

proposed plans, albeit at the expense of compactness. On October 16,2015, just days before the

special session and after legislative staffhad already drawn the base maps, the Senate made the

following representations in its supplemental brief filed with the Supreme Court:

[TJhis Court should again reject [Judge Lewis'] recommendation and adopt plan
9M6, which keeps more counties whole than any other map offered in this case
(or ever). . . . ln l.4pportíonment fJ, this court lauded the House's emphasis on
keeping counties whole. The Court noted tt¡at "[t]he House also considered
municipal boundaries and geographical features, but decided that county lines
were usually preferablc to other boundaries." The Court quoted the House's brief
with approval: "County boundaries are substantially less likely to change than
municipal boundaries, and-unlike municipalities-all counties are contiguous.
Moreover, although all Floridians have a home county, millions live outside any
incorporated area. Additionally, by using a shategy of keeping counties wholé,
the House Map necessarily keeps many municipalities whole within disricts. And
importantly, numerous Floridians advocated an emphasis on county boundaries at
the twenty-six public meetings during the summer of 2011." Meanwhilq this
Court also stated that "[t]he Florida Constitution does not mandatq and no party
urges, that dishicts within a redistricting plan achieve the highest mathematical
compactness scoreE;" and that "lower compactness measurements may result from
the Legislature's desire to follow political or geographical boundaries or to keep
municipalities wholly intact.". . . Thus, "if nn oddly shaped district is n resuit
of thÍs sfste's 'irregular geometryt and the necd to keep counties and
municipalities wholeo these explan¡tions m¡y serve to justify the shape of the
distríct in a logical and constítutionally permissible way." . . . Therefore,
keeping counties whole is even more import¡nt than-leeping cities whole or
maint¡ining the highest possible compaciness scorus.lntu.r.l 

-

'u] S' Supg. Br. dated October 16, 2015 at22-24 ín Apportianntent Vlil,Case No. SCl4-1905 (emphasis
added and citations omitted), atailøble at
hlto!//Tww.fìoridasupremeco$fl.org'F¡bjnfo/$mmeries/briefs/t4i t4-1905/Fild_lß::!-L
201 J_Senate S.Wolernçnlal Brief.ndf.
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102. The Senate went on to object that Judge Lewis should not have approved the

House configuration of certain districts that increased compactness by dividing an additional

county, arguing that "marginal differences in compactness" should not "carry more weight than

Plan 9066's ability to keep 50 counties intact."le8 Yet the compactness differences in

Apportionntenl VIII were similar to and in some cases, lower than those achieved by dividing

Alachua County in the Senate's altemate configurations.lee

¡03. The Senate reiterated substantially the same position in its supplemental reply

brief, filed after Senator Galvano selected Plan 9078 for subrnission to the Committee on

Reapportionment and after he directed the creation of Senate Map l.2m

104. In contrast to its position before the Florida Supreme Court during the special

session, the Senate now claims that a county should be divided for relatively minor compactness

gains in two districts, and the Senate relies on novel metrics such as the "Pol/Geo" index, while

claiming that county boundaries are a mere "proxf' for constitutional compliance.

105. The Senate has failed to carry its burden of justi$ing Dishicts 4,5, and 7 in

Senate Map l. By devíating from the tier-two mandates of compactness, respect for political

boundaries, and equal population for the benefit of the Republican Party, Senate Map I violates

tiers one and two of Article III, Section 21. The Senate's belated attempt to offer an alternate

configuration that draws districts in a way that is inconsistent with the Senate's positions before

the Florida Supreme Court only bolsters this conclusion.

106. Although CPS-3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b all improve upon Senate Map l, the Court finds

that Districts 5, 7, and I in CPS-4a and 4b best fulfill the constitutional requiremçnts set forth in

lt8 ¡d. at 25.
te' Contpare S. Dem. 8 í,ith Apportionment I/ÍII, 2Ol5 WL 7?53054 , atr47.
"'S. Supp. Rep. Br. dated October 30, 2015 at t3-15 in ApportÍonment VIil, Case No. SCl4-1905,
available at htto://www,flodflasupremqggurt.o{q/nub-irlfoisumÍiaries/briefs/14/l*1905/Filed l0-30-
zgl^5 Senate Respense.Fdfl
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Article lll, Section 21. The versions olDistricts 5,7, and I in CPS-4a and 4b improve visual

and metric compactness over their counterpals in CPS-3a and 3b and represent a careful

decision to split a county only for significant compactness gains. Although the Senate has shown

that minor compactness gains can be achieved by dividing Alachua County, Article lll, Section

2l does not require that counties be divided for small compactness gains. See Apportíonmetzt I,

83 So, 3d at 636 ("[]if an oddly shoped district is a result of this state's 'irregular geometry' and

the need to keep counties and municipalities whole, these explanations may serve to justi$ the

shape of the district in a logical and constitutionally permissible wây."h Apportíonnrent lrlI,172

So. 3d at 408 ("[A]s this Court has recognized, following county lines may result in a reduction

in compactness scores."). Accordingly, the Court approves Districts 5, 7, and I in CPS-4a and

4b as the most constitutionally compliant configuration,

Dístricts 6 and I (Norfheast Florida)

107. Plaintiffs object to Districts 6 and I in Senate Map I because they deviate from

the constitutional requirement of compactness. The Senate did not object to Plaintiffs' analog

Districts 4 and 9, which are identical in all of Plaintiffs'plans, in its pre-trial district challenges

and raised no objection to these districts at trial. ln fact, Plaintiffs' configuration of Districts 4

and I was derived from Plan 9079, the plan passed by the House, which Plaintiffs såw as

ímproving the compactness of these two Northeast Florida districts. !01 The parties have

stipulated that none of the proposed versions of these distriets would result in minority

retrogression.lû?

108. Plaintiffs' analog Districts 4 and 9 are more compact than Districts 6 and I in

'or Rem. Tr. Vol. 6 at 630:25-632:l l.
:'l: J. Stiputation Regarding Minority Districts dated December 13, 2015.
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Senate Map l, while keeping population deviation under lolo:30r

Senate M¡p I CPS-3¡&b. CPS-4a&b
SD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
SD# Pop.

Dev,
Reock Convex

Hull#
6
I

-1387
-t 102

0.50
0.44

0.71

0.73
4
I

-3046
557

0.52
0.59

0.74
0.83

Avs. t.47 0.72 Avs. 0.56 0.79

109. The Senate has not carried its burden ofjustifoing its less compact conñguration

of Districts 6 and 8 in Senate Map l. Accordingly, the Court approves Districts 4 and 9 in CPS-

3a, 3b,4a, and 4b as the most constitutionally compliant districts.

Districts 9, 11, 13, ard 18 (East Coast)

ll0. Plaintiffs object to Districts 9o ll, 13, and 18 in Senate Map I because they

deviate kom the requirements of compactness and equal population. The Senate did not object

to Plaintiffs'analogDistricts 6, 10, 13, and 16, which are identical in all of Plaintiffs'plans, in

its pretrial district challenges and raised no objection to these districts at trial.

lll. Plaintiffs'Districts 6, 10, 13, and 16 are more compact than Districts 9, ll, 13,

and l8 in Senate Map l, while keeping population deviation under lYo:zsa

Senate Map I CPS-3a&bo CPS-4a&b
sD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
SD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
I
ll
t3
l8

-14
-5994
489t
5435

0,35
0.45
0.38
0.45

0.75
0.80
0.78
0.86

6
l0
l3
l6

Ils8
-r343
3444
1059

0.35
0.48
0.41

0.47

0.75
0.85
0.79

0.89
Avg. 4084 0.4r 0.80 Ave. 1751 0.43 0.82

ll2. The Senate has not carried its burden of justiffing less compact versions of

Districts 9, I l, 13, and l8 that deviate more than l9i¡ in three of the four districts, while

Plaintiffs' configuration avoids such unnecessâry populations in every instance and achieves

?tl J. Exs. l-5 at 2.
2* J. Exs. l-5 at 2.
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gxeater compliance with tier-two requirements. Accordingly, the Court approves Districts 6, 10,

13, and l6 in CPS-34, 3b,4a, and 4b as the most constitutionally compliant districts.

Districts 10, 12, 17,19,2A,11,22,23,24, and 26 (Tampa BayÄilest Central)

I 13. Plaintiffs object to Districts 10, 12, 17, 19, 20 through 24, and 26 in Senate Map I

on the basis that they deviate from the constitutional requirements of compactness, respect for

political boundaries, and equal population to benefit the Republican Party and incumbents. The

Senate did not object to Plaintiffs' configurations of analog Districts I l, 15, I 7 through 20, 22,

24, ?6, and 28, which are different as between CPS-3a/b and CPS-4a/b, in its pre-trial district

challenges and raised no objection to these districts at trial. The parties have stipulated that none

of the proposed versions of these districts would result in minority retrogression.2os

I14. Five base maps paired Republican incumbents, including future Senate Presidents

Negron, Simpson, and Galvano, in the Tampa BayÄVest Central districts.?06 Senator Galvano

selected the only base map, Plan 9078, that paired no incumbents in the region and then used that

plan as the basis for Senate Map l.

I15. Senate Map I avoids pairing incumbents by among other things, continuing a

strategy that the 2012 Enacted Plan derived from a map submitted by the partisan operatives

referenced in Apportionment Ilil.xûx Plaintiffs asserted in their initial dístrict challenges that

District l7 in the 2012 Enacted Plan encroached into southem Pasco County from Hillsborough

County to separate then-senator Jim Norman from then-candidate Simpson.208 In a similar

fashion, Senator Calvano selected a configuration of District 20 in Senate Map I that encroached

:ur J. Stipulation Rcgarding Minority Districts dated December lI,2015.
lon J. Ex. 416 at2.
:n? J. Stiputation Regarding Cerlain Publicly Submitted Senate Maps dated December 9, 2015; cantpare J.
Ex. 6 tvith P. Ex. t 54 (SPLJBSo t 47).
tn' Pltf, Disclosure of District Challenges dated May 8, 2015 at 7.
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from Hillsborough County into Pasco County, leaving Senator Simpson in his own district.?ffi At

the sarne time, Senator Galvano rejeeted altematives that kept the analogs to District 20 wholly

within Hillsborough County that would have paired Senators Simpson and Legg or other

senat0rs.2lo

I16. These maneuvers came at the expense of tier-two compliance. The alternative in

CPS-3a/b is more compact on balance, keeps an additional county (Lake County) whole, and

keeps population deviation under lYo. The alternative in CPS-4a/b is still more compact and

keeps population deviation under l%, while maintainingthe same numberof split counties as

Senate Map l. The following chart demonstrates these tier-two improvements:2ll

ll7. As the Senate deviated from tier-two requirements, it improved Republican

performance. As reflected below, Senator Galvano selected a less compact configuration of

District 20 that encroaches into Pasco County and is Republican-performing, as cornpared to

alternative, Democratic-performing confrgurations that remain wholly within Hillsborough

'* J. Ex. 416; seeJ. Ex. I and 7?.
?'oJ. Ex. 416; seeJ. Exs. 73,74,75, and ?8.
rrr J. Exs. l-5 at 2.

Senate Map 1 CPS-3g & CPS-3b CPS-4a & CPS-4b
sD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
SD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
sD# Pop.

Dev-
Reock Convex

Hull#
l0
l2
2A

2l
l9
t7
22
23

24
26

0.89
4.76
0.73
0.82
0.64
0.87
0.77
0.9s
0.81

4.74

-6670
6078
-s96r
-6295
-6934
-4726
-6369
6946
7454
2133

0.55
0.31
0.36
0.46
0.25
0.45
0.55
4.49
0.54
0.32

ll
l5
l7
l8
l9
20
77

24
26
28

33t2
4700
453
4592
303s
2973
438s
267t
4704
450t

0.60
0.s7
4.44
0tr
0.41

0.49
t.58
0.37
0.50
0.53

0.87
0.77
0.83
0.70
0.68
0.91

0.77
0.71

0.76
0.9r

il
l5
t7
l8
l9
20
22
24
26
28

0.81
0.71

0.83
0.87
0.68
0.9t
0.77
0.74
0.q0
0.89

-t377
-1094
453

2855
3035
2973
4385
1638
-380
?375

0.60
0.45
4,44
0,71

0.4f
0.49
0.58
0,46
0.67
0,40

Avs. s9s7 0.43 0.80 Avs. 3s32 0.49 0.79 Avg. 2057 0.s2 0.81
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County such as in Base Map 9080 and in Plaintiffs' more eompacl remedial plan

configurations:212

Analogs to District 20 - Democratic Perform¡nce (%,
Elections Plan 9078 District l9

Senate Map I District 20
Plan 9080 District 22 CPS-3ai3b District l7

CPS-40/4b District l7
2008 Pres. 48;5% 54.60Ä 51.3o/o

2010 Cov 483% 50.3% 50,9%
2012 Pres 47.Ao¡â 49.\alo 50.6%

ll8. The Senate has not canicd its burden of justi$ing Dishicts 10, 12, 17, 19,20

through 24, and 26 in Senate Map l. By deviating from the tier-two mandates of compactness,

respect for political boundaries, and equal population for the benefit of the Republican Party and

incumbents, Senate Map I violates tiers one and two of Article III, section z l.

I19. Although the versions of these districts in CPS-3a/b and CPS-4a/b both improve

upon Senate Map l, Districts I l, 15, I7 through 2A,22,24,26, and 28 in CPS-4aib substantialty

improve compactness and contain lower average population deviation compared with their

counterparts in CPS-3a1b. Accordingly, the Court approves Districts I [, 15, 17 through 2A,?2,

24,26, and 28 in cPS4a/b as the most constitutionally compliant districts.

Districts 14, 15, rnd l6 (Central Florida)

120. Plaintiffs object to Districts 14, 15, and 16 in Senate Map I because they deviate

from the constitutional requirement of compactness. The Senate did not object to Plaintiffs'

analog Districts 12, 14, and 21, which are identical in all of Plaintiffs' plans, in its pre+rial

district challenges and raised no objection to these districts at trial.

l2l . Plaintiffs' Districts 12, 14" and 2l are rnore compact than Districts 14, 15, and 16

in Senate Map l, while keeping population deviation under l%:1rl

J. Exs. l-5 at 7; J. Exs. 77-78 at7
J. Exs. l-5 at 2.

I t::

I1.1
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Sen¡te Map I CPS-3a&b, CPS-4a&b
sD# Pop.

Dev.
Reock Convex

Hulll1

sD# Pop. Reock Convex
HullDev. #

t
I
I

4
5

6

r36l
I 852
t329

0.47
0.34
0,42

0.79
0.8?
0.86

l2
t4
2t

1052

796
2694

0.5t
0.37
0.43

4.77
0.90
0.87

Avs. l5r4 0.41 0.84 Avs, 1514 0.U 0.8s

122' The Senate has failed to carry its burden ofjustiffing its less compact versions of

Districts 14, 15, and 16. Accordingly, the Court approves Districts 12,, 14, and 2l in CpS-3a 3b,

4a, and 4b as the most constitutionally compliant districts.

Districts 27 and 29 (Southwest Florida)

123. Plaintiffs object to Districts 27 and,29 in Senate Map I because they deviate from

the requirements of compactness. The Senate did not object to PlaintifÏs' analog Districts 23 and

30, which are slightly different as between CPS-3alb and CPS4a/b, in its pre-trial district

challenges and raised no objection to these districts at trial.

124. Plaintiffs' Distriets 23 and 30 are more compact than Districts 27 and29 in Senate

Map l, while keeping population deviation under Ig6:2la

125. The Senate has not canied its burden of justifying less compact versions of

Districts 27 and 29. Althoueü the versions in CPS-3a/b and CPS-4a¡b both improve upon Senate

Map l, Districts 23 and 30 in CPS-4a and 4b are mor€ compact than in CPS-3a and 3b.

Senate Map I CPS-3¡ & CPS-Sb CPS-4¡ & CPS4b
SD# Pop.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
SD# Pop.

Dev.
Reock Convex

Hull#
SD# Reock Convex

Hull
Pop.
Ðev, !

ff

27
to

-897
I 105

0.52
0.42

0.91

Q,79
30
23

67
l4t

0.57
4.46

0.91

0.81
30
,?

4168
4t58

a.s7
0,52

0.90
0.89Avg. 0.47 0.85 Avs. û.52 0.86 Avs. 0.55 0.90

'lo J. Exs. l-5 at 2.
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Accordingly, the Court approves Districls 23 and 30 ín CPS4a and 4b as the most

co nstirutional ly compliant districts.

Districts 25,28, and 30 through 40 (South Florida)

126. Plaintiffs object to Districts 25,28, and 30 ttuough 40 in Senate Map I in Senate

Map I on the basis that they deviate from the constitutional requirements of compactness,

respect for political boundaries, and equal population to benefit the Republican Party and

incumbents. The Senate objects to (a) District 3l in all of Plaintiffs' plans because its BVAP is

less than 50%, {b} District 35 in all of Plaintiffs' plans because of alleged retrogression,

(c) District 36 in CPS-3a and 4a on compactness grounds because it extends between Districts 36

and 37 to increase the HVAP of the district, and (d) Districts 36 and 38 in CPS-3a and 4a

because of alleged retrogression. The Senate does not object to District 37 in any of Plaintiffs'

plans or Districts 36 and 38 in CPS-3b and 4b on retrogression grounds, and Plaintiffs do not

claim that any districts in Senate Map I would result in minority rekogression.zls

127. Plaintiffs' plans CPS-3a and 4a include an identical configuration of South

Florida that includes four Hispanic-performing distriets. CPS-3b and 4b include an identical

configuration of South Florida that includes three Hispanic-performing districts.

128. By selecting Plan 9080's South Florida districts for inclusion in Senate Map l,

Senator Calvano targeted the only configuration of South Florida in any base map that avoids

pairing two Republican incurnbents together.2ló Thus, Senator Calvano blended the most

Republican-favorable configuration of North and Central Florida (Plan 9078/9090) with the most

Republican-favorable configuration of South Florida (Plan 9080) to create å map that favors the

Republican Party and incumbents more than any staff-drawn base rnap. Senate Map I also

rrJ J. Stipulation Regarding Minority Districts dated December 13,2015.
:'o J. Ex. 416 ar2.
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constrains Hispanics to three districts with very high HVAP that all perform for Republicans.2l?

I29. The benefits to the Republican Party and incumbents in Senate Map I come at

the expense of tier-two compliance. As reflected ín the charts below, both of Plaintiffs'

configurations of the South Florida districts improve compactness, while splitting two fewer

cities than Senate Map I and keeping population deviation under lyo:zt$

130. As the chart below demonstrates, by improving tier-two compliance and

increasing thc number of Hispanic-performing districts, CPS-3a and 4a naturally pair together

more incumbents, including Democratic incumbents and create two Hispanic majority-minority

districts that perform for Republican candidates and two Hispanic majority-minority districts in

which Hispanics of either party can elect candidates of their choice. Senate Map l, in contrast,

creates only tlree Hispanic seats - all Republican-perfurming - and results in a net increase of at

ttt J. Ex. I at 2 a¡d 7
llt J. Exs. 1.5 at 2.

Senate Mnp I CPS-3I & CPS-4a cPs-3h & cPs-4b
SD#

Dev. #
Pop. Reock Convex

Hull
sD# PoP.

Dev. #
Reock Convex

Hull
sD# Pop,

Dev
Reock Convex

Hull#
?{
28

30
3t
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
4A

-593CI

zl68
-1052
-5657
-27

-887
3429
-5348
-970

-2776
2965
4836
448

0,43
0.53
0.52
0.43
4.27
0.35
0.52
0.38
0,57
0.61
0.38
0.19
0.57

0.90
0.89
0.83
0.85
0.72
0.85
0.78
o.72
0.89
0,79
0.71

û.48
0.90

32
34
25
29
40
27
33

3l
37
35
39
38
36

-4?48
-208t
-3488
-3878
-4368
-2443
-3928
-4366
-44t5
-4617
-3378
-3379
-4008

0.57
4.42
0.64
0.55
0.38
0.67
0.40
t.56
4.73
0.65
0.58
CI,19

0.66

0.85
0.78
0.88
0"93

4.73
0.87
0.70
0.76
0.92
0.85
0.88
0.48
0.94

32
34
25
29
4A

27
33

3l
37
35

39
38
36

CI.57

0,42
0.64
0.55
0.38
0.67
0.40
0.56
0.73
0,64
0.58
0.19
0.76

-4248
-2081
-3488
-4700
-4368
-2443
-4677
-4366
-4673
-273t
-1778
-4581
-2806

0.85
0.78
0.88
0.93
0,73
0.87
0.70
0.76
4.92
0.85
0.88
0.48
0.94

Avs. 4.44 0.79 Avg. t.54 0.81 Avg. 0,55 0.81

Splít Cities

I
Splít Cities

6

Split Cities

6
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Senate Map I CPS-3¡ & CPS-4a
Hispanic
Districts

2008
Obama

2010
Sink

20t2
Obama

Hispanic
Districts

2008
Obama

20t0
Sink

20t2
Obama

45.7% 42.2Vo

49.60/o 49.8%
47:9Vo 46.A0/0

l.çÌmmlE{ÕËtt

36
37

NiA
40

39.8% 49.8o/o

48.svß E5F-ffi[

41.09/o 4I.3Yo 47.0e/o

43.3o/o

48.7o/o

37
35
38
36

Total
Republican

Seats
22 24 23

Tot¿l
Republican

Seats
t920 ,)

'#{.Ji,

least two Republiean seats in the map as a whole:rr"

l3l. The Senate offers no justification for its overall lower compactness and higher

population deviation in the South Florida districts. Instead, the Senate offers specific challenges

to minority districts in Plaintiffs' plans without justifinng its remaining districts.

132. Tier one of Article lll, Section 2l requires that "districts shall not be drawn with

the intent or result of denying or abridging the equal opportunity of racial or language minorities

to participate in the political process or to diminish their ability to elect representatives of their

choice." Ft-e. Cot¡sr., art. IIl, $ 2l(a). The minority protection provision in Article lll, Section

2l(a) hacks the language of Sections 2 and 5 of the VRA. See Apportionnrent I, 83 So.3d at

619-20. Thus, in interpreting this provision of the Florida Constitution, the Court should be

"guided by prevailing United States Supreme Court precedent" interpreting the VRA. Id. at62O.

133' Under the minority protection provision of Anicle lll, Section 21, ,.the

Legislature cannot eliminate majority-minority distrÍcts or weaken other historically performing

minority districts where doing so would actually diminish a minority group's ability to elect its

prefened candidates." Id. at 625. The Florida Supreme Court has held that "a slight change in

percentage of the minority gtoup's population in a given district does not necessarily have a

"o J. Ex, 416 atl; J. Ex. I at 7; J. Ex. 2at 7;J,Ex.4 at7
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cognizable effect on a minority group's ability to elect its prefened candidate of choice. This is

because a minority group's ability to elect a candidate of choice depends upon more than just

population figures." Id.i see also id, a|626-27 (u'Because a minority group's ability to elect a

candidate of choice depends upon more than just population figures, we reject any argument that

the minority population percentage in each district as of 2002 is somehow fixed to an absolute

number under Florida's minority protection provision."). "[T]o determine whether a district is

likely to perform for minority candidates of choice, the Court's analysis . . . will involve the

review of the following statistical data: (l) voting-age populations; (2) voting-registration data;

(3) voting regishation of actual voters; and (a) election results history." Id. at 627 (footnote

omitted),

134. fn Apportionmenl VII,the Supreme Court reiterated that it is "the ability to elect a

prefened candidate of choice, not a particular numerical minority percentage, that is the pertinent

point of refetrence" in a proper retrogression analysis. 172 So. 3d at 405 (quoting Ala. Legis.

Black Caurr,rc v. Alabama, 135 S. Ct. 1257, l27Z QAß)\ Accordingly, the non-rehogression

requirement in Article III, Section 2l(a) "is satisfied if minority voters retain the ability to elEct

their preferred candidates," regardless of whether the applicable minority voting age population

is lower when compared with the benchmark district. Id. Stated another way, the non-

retrogression requirement "prohibits only thoss diminutions of a minority group's proportionate

strength that slrþ the group within a district of its exísting ability to elect its candidate of

choice." Ala. Legis. Black cauczts,l35 s. cl at l27z-73 (emphasis added).

135. As to District 3l in Plaintiffs' plans (analog to District 35 in Senate Map l), the

Senate claims that it would be unconstitutional to reduce the BVAP of the district below 50%.

Staffdrew District 35 in Senate Map I based on an interpretation the vote dilution requirements

in Article III, Section 2l pnd Section 2 of the VRA under which they consídered it absolutely
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necessary to maintain majority-minority districts without regard to whether ¡ reduction in

rninority VAP below 50o/o would actuålly deprive minorities of their ability to elect. This per se

rule regarding the preservation of majoríty-minority districts is inconsistent with Apportionntent

/ and U.S. Supreme Court authority interpreting Section 2 of the VRA.

136. A majority-minority district must be created under Article III, Section 2l and

Section 2 of the VRA when the three Gingles preconditions are present: "(l) a minority

population is sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority within a

single-member district; (2) the minority population is politieally cohesive; and (3) the majority

population votes sufficiently as a bloc to enable it . . . usually to defeat the minority's preferred

candidate." Apportíonment 1,83 So. 3d at.627 (quoting Thornbw'g t. Gingles,4?8 U.S. 30, 50-

5l (1986)). If these requirements are satisfied, "courts must then assess the totality of the

circumstances to determine . . . if minority voters' political power is truly diluted." /d.

137. Critically, Section 2 of the VRA is not meant "to entrench majority-minority

districts by statutory command." Bartlett v. Stríckland, 556 U.S, l, 23 (2009). If a minority

populatíon can elect candidates of their choice without a m4iority voting age population, the

third Cùrglas factor is not present because bloc voting is inadequate to usually defeat the

minority's preferred candidate, and there is no need to maintain or create a majority-minority

district, See Bacav. Berty, _ F.3d **,2015 wL7732641, ar {9 (l0th Cir. Dec. 1,2015)

("Consider a case where racially polarized voting exists, but a minority is nevertheless electing

candidates of íts choice. In that casq the requirement that the white majority votes as a bloc to

defeat the minority's preferred candidate would be unsatisfied."); Page v. Sartets, t44 F. Supp.

2d 346, 364-65 (D.N.J. 2001) (holding that third Gingles fac¡or was not present where the

"reduction of the African-American voting age population in District 2? from 53% under the

[benchmark] plan to 27o/o will not impair or prevent minorities ftom electing their prefened
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candidates"). For that reason, the Florida Supreme Caurt held that Article III, Section 2l only

prohibits "eliminat[ing] majority-minority districts . . . where doing so would actually diminish a

minority group's ability to elect its prefened candidates." .4pportionntent 1,83 So. 3d at 625.

138. During the map-drawing process itself, legislative staffreduced compactness and

broke additional city boundaries in District 35 in Senate Map I so that the dishict would remain

majority-minority based on an absolute rule that did not account for African Amerjcan's ability

to elect prefened candidates without a majority of the voting age population of the district. tn

doing so, the Senate deviated from tier-two requirements without a constitutional justification.

139. At trial, the Senate offered an after-the-fact claim from Professor Liu that

dropping below a rnajority BVAP would result in diminishment because of racially polarized

voting and because African Americans tend to turn out in lower numbers when a district is not

majority-minority. The Senate cannot meet its burden of proof under Apportíonnrent YII auñthe

Stipulation and Consent Judgment through post hoc rationalizations that were not actually relied

upon by the map drawers. See ,4pportionment YIII,20I5 WL 7753054, at+24.

140. Nevertheless, the Court rejects Professor Liu's opinion as unpersuasive.

Professor Liu merely offered generalized factors that might conceivably impact the ability to

elect without providing any facþbased explanation of how racially polarized voting or lower

turnout would deprive Afücan Americans of their ability to elect in District 3l in Plaintiffs'

proposed plans. See Daniels v, State,4 So. 3d 745,748 (Fla. 2d DCA 2009) (recognizing that

expert testimony cannot be "based on speculation and conjecture, not supported by the facts, or

not arrived at by a recognized methodology") (internal alteration omitted); Div, of Adnrin., State

Ðep't af Transp. v. Samter,393 So. 2d 1142, I145 (Fla. 3d DCA l98l) (TNlo weight may be

accorded an expert opinion which is totally eonclusory in nature and is unsupported by any

discernible, factually-based chain of underlying reasoning."). Further, Professor Liu did not
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have "sufficient facts ordata" to support his opinion, FLe.Sr¡r. $ 90.702(l), because he relied

on only a few elections that were generally outside the relevant geographic area, did not involve

comparable concentrations of African-American population, and sometimes suffered from

facrual errors (including as to the prevailing candidate).

l4l. The Senate has also failed to carry its burden of justiffing District 35 on vote

dilution grounds because it has not shown that District 35 can be drawn as a majority-minority

district when citizenship is considered. African American voter registration, which is a fair

pror(y for citizenship, has lagged below 50o¡ã in the Senate's District 35.??0 Because "[i]n order

to vote or to register to vote, one must be a citizen," a proper vote dilution analysis should take

into account citizenship. Negron v. Cit! af Mianti Beach, l13 F.3d t563, 1568-69 (llth Cir.

1997);see also Peres v. Pasadena Indep. Sch. Dist.,l65 F.3d 368,372 (5th Cir. 1999); Bamett

t,. CíU of Chicago, l4l F.3d 699,704 (7th Cir. I 998). ln League of tlnited Latin An. Cítizens v.

Perry, the U.S. Supreme Court observed that using citizenship data "fits the language of $ 2

because only eligible voters affect a group's opportunity to elect candidates," while a district in

which minorities have a "bare majority of the voting-age population" might create a majority-

minority district "only in a hollow sense." 548 U.S. 399,429 (2006). Thus, the Suprane Court

criticized a state legislature for drawing a distriet "to havç a nominal Latino voting-age majority

(witltout a citizen voting-age majority) for political reasons.. . . to create the ftrcade of a Latino

district." Id. at 441.

142. The Senate's failure to carry its burden of justiSing its District 35 is, without

more, sufficient reason to adopt Plaintiffs' analog District 3l as a morc tier-two compliant

version of Senate District 35.

2:0 J, Ex. I at 4 (reflecting African American regisrration of 45.1% and 47,lVo in 2010 and 2012,
respcctively); Rem. Tr. Vol. 7 at 834:24-835:25 (reflecting Dr. Lichtman's opinion that registration is an
exccllent proxy for citizenship).
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143. Nevertheless, although Plaintiffs were not required to show that their proposed

version of District 3l does not result in retrogression, the Court agrees with the reâsons set forth

in the testimony of Dr. Lichtman that Plaintiffs' District 3l provides Af¡ican Americans with the

ability to elect candidates of their choice and thus does not create retrogression concerns.

144. The Senate next claims that the Challenged Hispanic Districts - i.e., Districts 35

in all of Plaintiffs' plans and Districts 3ó and 38 in CPS-3a and 4a - would violate the minority

protection provision of Artícle lll, Section 2l(a) by creating retrogression as compared with the

2002 Benchmark Plan, which contained only three Hispanic districts.

145. At the outset, the Senate has failed to carry its burden of showing that Senate Map

I would not result in vote dilution by aggregating Hispanics into only three performing districts.

The Senate's own expert testified that the Gingles preconditions are present in South Florida,

meaning that the Senate should have maximized, rather than minimized, the number of

performing Hispanic majority dishicts. The Senate did the opposite and limited Hispanics ro

three performing districts with extremely high HVAFs (88.80-10 in District 36,74.9Vo in District

37, and 85.69ô in Distríct 40).o' The Senate never seriously investigated the possibility of

creating a fourth performing majority-minority Hispanic district, even after Plaintiffs submitted a

proposed map during the special session showing that it would be possible to do so.2?3 lnstead,

the Senate retaíned its version of District 39 with an HVAP of 53.3Yo.22t The low voter

registration amCIng Hispanics in District 39 indicates that Hispanics are not a voting age majority

of the district when citizenship is taken into account,!4 and no party contends that Hispanics

have the ability to elect eandidates of choice in District 39 in senate Map l.

?:rJ. Ex. I at 2.
3:2 P. E*. s.
22'J. Ex. I at 2.tt'J. Ex. I at 5.
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14ó. The Senate has further failed to carry its burden of showing that its proposed

South Florida districts are necessary to avoid retrogression in the face of the more tier-two

compliant configurations of South Florida ofifered by Plaintiffs.

147. During the special session itself, legislative staff, counsel, an outside expert, and

Senator Galvano took the positíon that a district virtually identical to Plaintiffs' District 35 in

House-proposed Plan 9079 would not result in retrogression.zss Legislative staff and counsel

also took the position that proposed districts in the base maps with HVAPs as low as 10.4o/o

complied with the minority protection requiremenls of Article Ill, Section 2t(a).3?6

148. At trial, the Senate offered another post hac claim through Professor Liu that

Hispanic districts must have HVAPs in excess of 75?ô-80% to perform. The Court frnds

Professor Liu did not have "sufticient facts or data" to support his opinion that HVAPS over

75%-80% are necessary to avoid retrogress¡r)n, FLA. Smr. $ 90.702(l), because hc relied on an

inadequate number of elections, and the elections he relied on actually showed that Hispanics

could prevail with HVAPs as low as roughly 251ro" The only instance in which the Hispanic

candidate lost was a non-partisan judicial race in which a sitting judge defeated a young lawyer,

and Professor Liu could point to no instance in which a Hispanic-prefened candidate lost with an

HVAP over 67%.

149, The Senate's failure to carry its burden of justi$ing its three Hispanic districts

and establíshing that the Challenged Hispanie Districts would resutt in retrogression is, without

more, sufficient reason to adopt altematives that expand Hispanic voting opportunities while

irnproving tier-two compliance throughout the South Florida districts.

150. Nevertheless, although Plaintiffs were not required to show that the Challengd

?23 Rem. Tr. Vol. 5 at 494:8-502: l5; P" Dem. 25.
:'ó 

Rem. Tr. Vol. I at I l5:34-l l6:20; P. Dem. Ex. 7.
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Hispanic Districts do not result in retrogression, the Court accepts the better reasoned opinion of

Dr. Lichtman that the Challenged Hispanic Districts provide Hispanics with the ability to elect

candidates of their choice and thus do not create rehogression concems.

l5l. Even apart from the formal requirements for a vote dilution claim under Section 2

of the VRA, the demonstrated ability to create four Hispanic-performing districts would lead the

Court to approve the South Florida conñguration in CPS-3a and 4a. ln Ápportionment d the

Florida Supreme Court ..ldidJ not rule out the potentiat that a violation of the Florida minority

voting protection provision could be established by a pattern of overpacking minorities into

districts where other coalition or influence districts could be created." Appot ttonmønf 1, 83 So.

3d at 645. However, the Court was't¡nable to make such a determination on this reeord" as to

the House plan because "[t]he challengers have failed to establish that another majority-minority

distrjct for either black or Hispanic voters potentially could have been created.' Id. Similarly,

the Court found no overall minority protection violation in the initial Senate plan because the

challengers' alternative plans did "not demonshate that an additional majority-minority district

can be created." /d- Here, by contrast, Plaintifß have shown the viabiliry of a fourth Hispanic-

performing majority-minority district, and the Senate has offered no plausible justification for

failing to create such a district when it is also feasible to improve tier-two compliance in the

South Florida districts on the whole compared with Senate Map l.

152. The Court has considered the Senate's claim that Dishict 38 in CPS-3a and 4a is

non-compact because it contains an appendage. District 38, however, has a Reock score of 0.19

and a Convex Hull score of 0.48 - the same scores as analog District 39 in Senate Map 1.12?

Based on a visual review of the district, the Court finds that District 38 in CPS-3a and 4b is not

z2t Contpare J. Ex. 2 atl &.J. Ex. 4 at2 u,irhJ. Ex. I at 2.
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rendered materially non-compact by the appendage, and the surrounding districts are on the

whole more compact in CPS-3a and 4a than in Senate Map l. In any event, the Court finds that

the appendage is a necessary byproduct of creating a new performing Hispanic district and is a

reasonable tradeofffor maximizing Hispanics' opportunities to elect candidates of choice,

153. In sum, the Court finds that the Senate has not carried its burden of justiffing

Districts 25,28, and 30 through 40 in Senate Map l. By aggregating Hispanics into only three

performing districts and deviating from the tier-two mandates of compactness, respect for

political boundaries, and equal population for the benefit of the Republican Party and

incumbents, Senate Map 1 violates tiers one and two of Article lll, Section 21. Accordingl¡ the

Court approves DistrÍcts 25,27,29, and 3l through 40 in CPS-3a and 4a as the mosr

constifutionally compliant districts.

CONCLUSION

154. For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that the Senate has not met its burden

ofjustiffing Senate Map I as a whole or the individual districts in Senate Map l. The Court has

identified the proposed district configurations that best comply with Article III, Section 21, and

all of those configurations are reflected in CPS-4a. CPS-4a is the most compact plan proposed

by any party, matches the number of split counties in Senate Map l, splits three fewer cities than

Senate Map l, and contains significantly lower population deviation than Senate Map l, while

expanding the nr¡mber of Hispanic-performing districts. Although CPS4a contains one more

split county than CPS-3a, the Court finds that the widespread compactness improvements in

CPS-4a render it a preferable map. See Apportíonment /, 83 So. 3d at 636 ("Unlike the mandate

of compactness, [the] requirement [of respecting political and geographical boundariesJ is

modified by the phrase 'where feasible,' suggesting that in balancing this criterion with

compactness, more flexibility is permitted,"). Accordingly, the Court adopts CPS4a as the
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propCIsed remediâl plan that best complies with the requirernents of Article III, Section 21.

155. If the Court did not adopt CPS4a" it would adopt one of Plaintifß' other

altemative maps because they all represent material improvements over Senate Map l. In

particular, the Court would adopt CPS-34 as the next best alternative to CPS-4a because it is

rnore compact than Senate Map l, splits one fewer county and four fewer cities than Senate Map

l, and contains significantly lower population deviatÍon than Senate Map l, while adding a

fourth Hispanic-performing district. lf the Court were to adopt a remedial map with only three

Hispanic-performing districæ, it would select CPS4b as the most constirutionally compliant

proposal, followed by CPS-3b as the next most constitutionally compliant proposal.

156. This Court would respectfi,rlly request that the Supreme Court provide additional

guidance about the use of political performance data228 by members of the Legislature after a

map has been drafted or submitted for consideration. It was this Court's perception that since

"the motives behind the plan"æe are the issue rather the effect of the plan as in a minority district

evaluation, the Legislature feels it can¡rot discuss the relative political performance of a proposed

plan as it would be used against them as evidence of partisan intent. Yet, the moment it is passed

by the legislature, opponents of the redistricting plan naturally point to its political performance

as evidence of improper partisan intent"

157, It appears everyone uses political performance data to evaluate the efficacy of a

proposed plan except the Legislature. The Court inquired as to the source of this perceived

restriction and it appears to flow from an understanding of Apportíonment /. I am unable to find

in the Fair Districts Amendment or in the Supreme Court opinions such a strict interpret¡tion. As

Judge Lewis noted in his Final Judgment in the Congressional case:

228 {ççss5 to political data discussed only in the context of a minority district. Apportionment I at 6lg.
2zo Apportiotment Il/ atl52.
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Consideration of political performance is not the same as intending
to favor or disfavor a political party or íncumbent, and an open
process would assist in evaluating which was in play in a particular
situation. (at page 28)

158. It appears that the Legislature took extraordinary steps to guarcl against the

perception of improper partisan influence in the drawing of its base maps and in recording the

process of discussions and amendments for public scrutiny. The Legislature, in response to

complaints in the Congressional case, recorded the actual drawing of the base map by the

Legislative map drawers. The record reveals the map drawers faithfully complied, not only with

recording their map drawing sessions logether, but also as to communications made to them from

legislative members. They were under strict orders not to consider political performance data in

drawing the maps. ln my opinion, the perceived prohibition on the use of political performance

data in the drawing and evaluation of maps seems to have caused a good deal of the problem and

the criticism faced by the Legislature. That Senator Galvano, or any other Senator would be

unaw¿re of the political performance of the senate base maps is perplexing. Why shouldn't he

know this important metrie when recommending â map to his colleagues? It appeared to me that

the Legislature does not feel it is allowed to talk about the very issue everyone else is evaluating

-- performance data. Why not? Maybe the Legislature fears that discussions about "political

perflormance" is nothing but "grist for the mill" for the opponents of any propo$ed legislative

plan and their silence on the subject might be intentional, but either way, the legislative record of

discussion or the lack thereof can be examined and weighed accordingly.

159. lnterestingly, the complaints regarding the tier two compliance of a proposed non-

minority district are most prevalent when the political performance of a district is affected-21o

?r0 Look at the issues of tier two compliance issue masking the political perfonnance isue when it came
lo the evaluation oldistrict 5 & 7 (keeping Alachua County whole or not) in this Final Judgment at
paragraphs 93-t00.
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There is a great deal of discussion about how one version of a district is more tier two compliant

by just small amounts than another version. Does it really matter that a district is .02 higher or

lower on a Reock or Convex-Hull scale? Maybe, but this Court would suggest the concern over

adjustments to a dislrict based on tier two criteria is sometimes just a sophisticated way of

manipulating the political performance of a district. Why are we, in many instances, masking

political performance objections of a non-minority district in the guise of failure to comply with

tier two compliance? Political performance is the ultimate measure of the matter in a minoríty

district, so why is not also an equally valid consideration in a non-minority district?2ll

160. Putting political performance data on the table, making it part of the debate, and

subjecting it to judicial scrutiny is, in this Court's opinion, the best way to insure that a map is

not only tier two compliant but also does not run afoul of tier one prohibitions. lf a map performs

in a way that is not within the bounds of reasonable expectations based on an evaluation of all

election data then there will be a legislative record that will either support a valid reason for the

imbalance or support the conclusion that the imbalance is the product of improper partisan

political intent. The experts in election data are clearly qualified to demonstrate how a map

performs outside the bounds of reasonable expeetation. Election projections are a sophísticated

business with election modeling that rivals financial modeling.232 I suspect that every little

change in a map is understood and ultimately evaluated in terrns of how it affects performance

by one partisan party over anothEr.

16l. This Court suggests more harm is caused by having the Legislalure believe they

cannot openly and honestly discuss political performance data in evaluating various proposed

21t ln Apportiannrcnt / at p. 140-141, the Supreme Court seemed to suggest that political data could be
looked at when reviewing individual districts.
ìrr þsg¡¡¡ss companies in Florida use modeling to project the amount of damage they might anticipate
from a hurricane and they have the ability to move the model one or two streets over and change the
projected damage calculation. Election modeling does the same thing.
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redistricting maps than would be caused if it was known to the Legislature that such discussions

were âcceptable, and not, in and of themselves, evidence of partisan intent. This would be

especially freeing to open public discussion of the subject in the very forum that the Constitution

provides for it to be done. If the Legislature understood that the recording of discussions and the

preservation of e-mails vras an expected practice in a politically sensitive event such as

redistricting then rnaybe the map makers could come out of the "sterile" environment and the

mernbers of the Legislature could openly discuss the "elephant in the room." If the Legislature

cannot openly discuss political performance, but their plan is evaluated and criticized by

opponents based on its political performance then consideration should be given to the thought

that they are being asked to draw and vote in the dark. This is no way to run the State's business

on such an important and fi¡ndamental matter.

167. Regardless, if map drawers are not to have knowledge of or use political

performance data in drawing non-minority districts, then it needs to be clearly stated. If members

of the Legislature cannot discuss in an open forum political performance data, then it needs to be

clearly stated. Redistricting is complex and since "motives" are under examination rather than

"effects'ú13 it is apparent to this Court that the Legislature and ultimately the citizens of Florida

would benefit from further guidance on this complex issue.

163. The appellate review of this Final Judgment should be the last in a series of

redistricting cases until the State is requíred to re-address redistrictingin20ZZ. Again, I would

respectfi.rlly suggest that the Legislature and the people of Florida would benefit greatly in fi,rture

ztt In Apportionment I lhe word "effect" is used in several contexts which adds to the difficultly in
understanding how redistricting is anaþed. ". . . . Florida's constitutional provision prohibits intent not
ellecr, and applies to both the apportionment plan as a whole and to each dístrict individually." at 6l ?:
"while we agr€e that the standard does not prohibit political elfect,the elfecrs of the plan, thä shape of the
district lines, and the demographics of an area are all factors that serve as objective indicators of intent."
at 617; "HËre, although elfect can be an objective indicator of intent, mere elfect will not necessaríly
invalidate a plân." at642.
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redistricting cases if it was understood that the open, honest and recorded discussion of political

perfiormance data by members and staff of the Legislature was not, in and of itself, evidence of

partisan intent, but rather the type of discussion that would be expected when considering such a

complicated matter.

164. The Court hereby orders as foltows:

a. Within three days of the date of this Final Judgment, the Legislature shall

randomly renumber the districts in CPS-4a according to the methodology used in Apportíonment

II and serve and file the renumbered plan in .doj format. Plaintiffs shall have three days to serve

and file any objection to the renumbering of the districts in CPS-4a.

b. lf no objections are fïled or after the resolution of any objections, the randomly

renumbered version of CPS4a shall be utilized in the 2016 Florida state senatorial elections and

in Florida state senatorial elections thereafter until the next decennial redistricting.

165. The Court reserves jurisdiction to determine entitlement to and the recoverable

amount of attorneys' fees and costs and to enter any orders necessary or appropriate to enforce

this Final Judgment.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, Tallahassee, Florida, rhis

December,20l5.

George S. III
Circuit Judge

Copies to all counsel of record

ú^, of
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